Toy Train Auction Lot Descriptions
July, 2015

STOUT AUCTIONS

801 Marx and Hafner tin O gauge trains to include two electric M10000 Union Pacific articulated sets, a loose 556 caboose
with plastic wheels and a four piece Hafner mechanical tin lithographed steam freight set, C6.

802 Nice American Flyer O gauge mechanical passenger set to include a cast iron steam locomotive, limited tender, two 515
coaches and 513 observation cars, C6+.

803 Four nice boxed tin lithographed toys to include Playland Express (Taiwan), clockwork Ice Cream vendor (China), battery
operated lighthouse (Japan) and mechanical vacationland express (Japan). Toys are C7-8 with two nice and two worn
boxes.

804 Ives O gauge orange & black electric 482 passenger set in original box to include 3261 box cab electric locomotive, two
133 parlor cars and 134 observation car, C6. Set box is complete with split corners and a tear down the middle of the flap
with the label.

805 Three Chad Valley Wee Kin tin clockwork toys in original boxes to include Cable Layer, Low Loader and Police car, C7
-8. All three boxes have wear but one is missing several end flaps from one end. There is only one key between the three
toys.

806 Lionel prewar O gauge passenger set in Terra Cotta with yellow trim. Includes 248 box cab electric locomotive 529
Pullman and 530 observation cars, C6.

807 Group of Cragstan and other tin mechanical trains in original boxes, C7-8 with some nice and some worn OBs.
808 Lionel prewar O gauge dark green passenger set to include 152 electric locomotive, 629 Pullman and 630 observation cars,
C6.

809 WOW! Mint boxed Argo Industries 36” tin lithographed aircraft carrier in original box. It was opened but nothing appears
to have been disturbed, we are not removing the contents for fear of not being able to get it back into the box. What I can
say is that the packet of screws and nuts is unopened. Overall C8-9 with a nice OB that is still sealed on one end.

810 American Flyer prewar tin lithographed The Comet streamlined set to include powered and observation cars and three
coaches, C6.

811 Three Modern Toys tin lithographed toy trains, made in Japan. Includes a Special Giant Western battery operated
locomotive and tender, in original box, B/O 4287 Overland Express loco and a friction Animal Express trolley. The first
two Are C7-8, the last one is C6-.

812 American Flyer prewar O tin lithographed Burlington Zephyr articulated set to include powered unit, three coaches and an
observation car. the observation car is missing the coupler pin on top , C6+.

813 Small group of Unique Art and China tin lithographed trains. Includes Unique steam locomotive, tender, hopper and
caboose with some straight track in rough OBs, C7-8 as well as three made in China tin lithographed friction trains in nice
boxes, C8-9.

814 Lionel prewar O gauge 260E steam freight set to include 260E steam locomotive with a green frame and matching tender,
812 gondola 814 boxcar, 815 tank car, 816 hopper and 817 caboose with brass trim and copper journals except for the
boxcar, which has nickel journals. Set is C6 to C6+ and does have some loose or missing stanchions.

815 Three Cragstan tin lithographed battery operated train sets in original boxes, MADE IN JAPAN, C8.
816 Lionel prewar standard gauge green passenger set to include 318E electric locomotive, 310 baggage/mail car, 309 Pullman
and 312 observation cars, C6.

817 Irwin Military Pool set in original box with three battery operated plastic vehicles, original instructions and insert, C8. OB
is missing a small piece from the side and has two split corners.

818 Lionel prewar O gauge steam freight set to include 204 steam locomotive with 02689WX tender in gunmetal, 652 gondola
with barrels, 654 tank car and 657 caboose, C8+. Couplers don’t match
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819 Marx and Saunders plastic friction cars to include Military Police and Police squad cars, C7+.
820 Lionel prewar O gauge 1666E steam locomotive freight train to include 1666E steam locomotive with whistle tender in
gunmetal, 2679 boxcar, 2680 tank car and 2682 caboose, C6.

821 Small group of vintage die cast Hubley and Dinky trucks to include a Hubley cement mixer with a few small paint chips
and one large paint flake, otherwise C7+, three Dinky Bedford refuse wagons and an unmarked Cities Service oil truck, all
C6.

822 Lionel prewar O gauge 136 steam passenger set boxed. Set includes 259 steam locomotive with tender, 6298 Pullman and
630 observation cars as well as a large group of track, C6. Set box has three split corners and the inner boxes are square
but worn.

823 Fantastic Wyandotte pressed steel moving van No. 453 in original box, C8. The OB is missing the end flap and an inner
flap from one end and has other storage wear but displays nicely.

824 American Flyer prewar O gauge “The Potomac” 1344 set boxed. Set includes 3116 electric locomotive, 3180 Club, 3181
Pullman and 3182 observation cars as well as track, C6 to C6+. Set box has graffiti on the sides but has a perfect label and
one split corner as well as four nice inner boxes with some wear.

825 Sixteen mint Lido hard plastic trucks for O gauge to include six pickup trucks, two convertible sedans, four fire trucks and
four oil delivery trucks, C9. These are all 6 inches long.

826 American Flyer prewar O gauge 1307 passenger set in original box . Set includes a beautiful 3020 4-4-4 box cab electric
locomotive, 300 RPO and two 3001 Illini Pullman cars as well as two track sections and a mail pickup set with five mail
bags, C6+. Set box has shelf wear with two split corners but does have two labels that are not perfect but mostly intact.

827 Great group of boxed Marx HO train sets and accessories to include two switcher and one steam freight sets as well as two
carded dead end bumpers, two carded Santa Fe boxcars and a carded billboard set, C7. The sets include track and some
other small accessories but don’t necessarily have complete correct lineup of rolling stock.

828 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1121 diesel freight set in original box to include 633 Santa Fe switcher, 6825 flat car with trestle
bridge, 3349 turbo missile car, 6057 caboose, track, transformer and camtrol as well as two crisp instruction sheets, C8.
The OB is in fantastic condition with all inserts and minor shelf wear.

829 Vintage Jean Hoffler Shell Gasoline tin lithographed toy in original box, complete and working, C7. OB is water stained
but complete with tape repaired corners.

830 Lionel Postwar O gauge 98 passenger set boxed in Mojave to include 253 box cab electric locomotive, two 610 Pullman
and 612 observation cars and an 88 rheostat, C6. Set box has label skinning but the set number is clearly legible, no split
corners and all inner boxes plus a couple extras.

831 Mint sealed Hubley Flying Circus in original box, C9-10. There is one small hole in the shrink wrap, the planes are both
perfect.

832 Rare uncataloged Lionel prewar O gauge 5229E Macy’s freight set boxed. Set consists of a nickel trim 261E steam
locomotive with brass plate tender and 804 tank car, all with nickel journals. The rest of the cars have mixed nickel and
brass trim with copper journals and include 809 dump car, 805 boxcar, 831 lumber car and 807 caboose. The set also
includes an 020 crossover, two loose 88 controllers and a track power clip. Trains are C6 range, set box is fantastic with
original shipping label from R. H. Macy & Co. Inc. 34th & Broadway, New York. The box label is complete and all there
but does have old tape residue over two areas but nothing close to the set number. It was likely given as a Christmas
present in 1938 as it was delivered on November 30th.

833 Schuco Varianto Elektro 3010-T set in original box with four different separately boxed vehicles. Set looks to be unused
and includes several pieces of paperwork. The box measures 20 1/2 x 12 1/2 inches and is 3 3/4 inches deep.
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834 Lionel prewar standard gauge 352 Peacock passenger set boxed. Set includes 10 electric locomotive, 332 mail, 339
Pullman and 341 observation cars, C7. Set box is worn with set label missing, inner OBs are all complete and properly
labeled.

835 Mint boxed Ohio Art #88 Barn set with animals, C9. Set was never assembled and includes all box dividers but no
instructions are included. The set box is clearly labeled and was shipped directly to the consumer.

836 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1629 diesel set in original box to include 225 Chesapeake and Ohio Alco, 6650, 3419, 6470 and
6219 Chesapeake and Ohio work caboose.

837 Yonezawa 940 Ferry Boat tin lithographed toy in OB. Set comes with ferry boat, automobile and light house with a
clockwork key, C9 unused in a nice box with some storage wear.

838 Lionel Postwar O gauge 11530 diesel switcher set in original box to include, 634 Santa Fe switcher,6014 boxcar, 6142
gondola with canisters, 6402 flat with cable reels and 6130 Santa Fe work caboose, C6. Set box is nice but missing the
side insert and has graffiti on the top of the lid.

839 Group of tin lithographed toys in rough original boxes to include a Superior service station and a Marx service station.
Nice shape but completeness could not be verified. Both boxes are in poor condition.

840 Lionel prewar O gauge 292 passenger set boxed. Set includes 248 box cab electric locomotive, 629 Pullman and 630
observation cars in red with yellow accents and nickel trim, C6. Set box is clearly labeled with no split corners but wear to
side label. The inner OBs are worn with some missing flaps.

841 Mint boxed Ohio Art 614 Alpine Express mechanical toy, C9. The original box is really nice but has two small tears just
behind the buses.

842 Ives standard gauge 701 passenger set in original box to include a 3242 New York Central electric locomotive, 184 Club,
185 Parlor and 186 observation cars as well as a number of SG track sections. Loco has a few small paint chips and is C6,
the passenger cars are C7. Set box has all dividers inside but the lid has nearly one entire side missing and many tape
repairs.

843 Technofix 300 Alpine Express and 303 Cable car in mint condition in original boxes, C9. Both original boxes are in great
shape.

844 American Flyer prewar O gauge 547 heavyweight passenger set in original box to include a 564 4-6-4 steam locomotive
with twelve wheel New York Central tender, 521 Club car and two 524 Pullman cars, C6. The loco has four wheels that
have material loss from severe fatigue, most of the wheels are nice. The set box lid is very nice and the base has all of the
dividers but has no track or transformer.

845 Group of various Japan and other tin lithographed toys to include ATC turntable train, Ohio Art traffic control, Automatic
alpine express and Woodhaven twin train set. All four are C8-9 with very good to excellent OBs.

846 American Flyer prewar O gauge Hiawatha streamlined pass. set with original boxes to include 1682 2-4-2 steam
locomotive, 1683 tender (no box), 1640 observation and two 1641 passenger cars, C6. Also includes twelve curved and
two straight four rail track sections with fairly flat fibreboard bases. The boxes are in great shape and are all correctly
stamped but there is a 642-OP that actually goes to a Hiawatha sheet metal loco / tender.

847 Group of four Marx Lionel and Schilling plastic toy trains. Lionel items include happy huff ‘n Puff and Gravel Gus, both
mint and sealed, Schilling locomotive, tender and passenger car but no track, C6, and two Marx Guid-a-train sets, one
unused, both C8.

848 Lionel prewar standard gauge 350 set boxed. Set includes 8 box cab electric locomotive in maroon and green 31 and 36
Pullman and observation cars. The 36 is missing the screw to hold the roof on, otherwise C6+. Set also includes a nice
group of original track. Set box is really nice with one repaired corner and nearly complete labels, the bottom has all
dividers firmly in place.
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849 Four Unique Art Rock Island diesel locomotives to include one dummy and three powered units. One of the powered units
has a loose rear truck and is missing part of the bracket inside and the dummy has a badly damaged pilot, C6.

850 Lionel prewar standard gauge 10E Peacock passenger set with original boxes to include 10E electric locomotive, 332 RPO,
339 Pullman and 341 observation cars, C6 loco, C6-7 cars. All four OBs are correctly marked P. Blue and in nice shape.

851 Entire box full of tin, die cast and plastic toy trucks and trains to include some wind-up mechanical toys and a few friction.
Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

852 Fantastic Lionel prewar standard gauge Baby State Set with crisp original boxes. Set includes 318E electric locomotive,
C7 due to a few small scratches, 309 Pullman that looks C8+ from the sides but has several spots on the roof of faded paint,
310 RPO and 312 observation cars that are C8. The OBs are all complete and crisp, the passenger car boxes are marked
Ivory Brown on one end and are absolute bricks, the loco box was opened from both ends and has two areas of surface
wear.

853 Great group of vintage plastic toys and trains with some original boxes to include an Ideal train set, No. 2 Junior Erector
set, a few small train accessory layout pieces like animals and street lights, 1980’s carded Army vehicles and others. Due
to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up arrangements may be made after the auction. Sold as is.

854 Lionel prewar standard gauge olive green 347E passenger set boxed. Set includes 8E box cab electric locomotive, 337
Pullman and 338 observation cars, C7. Inner boxes are very nice while the set box is complete with damage to the side
label and a very faded top label. Includes a pair of prewar manual switches.

855 Group of tin lithographed toys with some boxes, incomplete and for parts. Most is really clean but just incomplete. Sold
as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

856 Ives Gauge II 1076 steam passenger set boxed. Set includes an expertly repaired 2-4-2 1134 steam locomotive that has had
the drive wheels replaced, #40 tender, 184 Club, 185 Parlor and 186 observation cars as well as track, track locks and two
track power clips. Trains are C6 unless otherwise noted. Inner boxes are mostly complete but there may be an inner flap
or two missing. All boxes are correctly marked as well. the set box is complete and in great shape but does have a couple
minor water stains on the lid.

857 Brumberger and Sakai toy train items in original boxes. The Brumberger set is C8-9. The Sakai items include two block
signals, two semaphores and a crossing danger signal. The boxes have wear and missing flaps but the accessories are C7-8.

858 Lionel prewar standard gauge 363E steam freight set boxed. Set includes 390E steam locomotive, 390T tender, 511
lumber car, 513 stock car, 514R reefer, 515 white tank car, 516 hopper and 517 caboose. The stock car is an extra and was
not originally included in the set and there is no box for it in the lot. Loco has a loose front railing but all four stanchions
are here to reattach it. Loco frame is badly warped and it has been equipped with an on/off switch inside the cab. The rest
of the set is C6 to C7. Set box is complete with nice labels but has one tape repaired corner on the lid. the inner boxes do
have some wear and may be missing an inner flap or two but every box is correctly marked and all end flaps are intact. the
loco box has a small chunk missing from one of the top outer flaps.

859

Boxed Midgetoy, Matchbox die cast trains and Ideal talking train. The three Midgetoy and single Matchbox train sets are
all mint in unopened packages, the Ideal talking train is in nice shape but does not make any sound when cranked, C8.

860 Lionel prewar O gauge 182E steam passenger set to include 225E 2-6-2 steam locomotive and 2265W tender in gunmetal,
2600 Pullman, 2601 observation and 2602 baggage cars, C6.

861 Box full of vintage Tootsietoy and others die cast toy trains. Most are Tootisie but there are some Barclay and other
unmarked slush items as well. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

862 Ives Railway Lines SG boxcar in yellow with light green roof, very nice car, all original, C6+.
863 Large group of loose Marx O gauge train accessories to include pressed steel, tin lithographed and plastic items. Sold as-is
as seen in the photos with no returns.
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864 Lionel prewar standard gauge Mojave passenger set to include 10 electric locomotive, two 337 and 338 observation cars,
C6.

865 Dinky 785 service station kit in original box, C8-9. Small parts for assembly inside box are still sealed in a small plastic
bag. Very nice OB.

866 Lionel prewar O gauge dark green passenger set to include 250 electric locomotive, 629 Pullman and 630 observation cars,
C6. Loco has a latch coupler and the two cars have slot and tab couplers.

867 Group of boxed Dinky small accessories to include 754, 010, 771, 750 (12c), 49D, 768, No.1 station staff and 780. The
780 set is complete but missing the insert. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every
item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower
or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

868 Lionel prewar O gauge steam freight set to include 263E steam locomotive and 263W tender in gunmetal, 810 derrick
crane, 812 gondola, 3859 dump car and 817 caboose. All cars have nickel trim and nickel journals, C6 to C7.

869 Nice group of boxed and loose Marx toys to include 6021 irrigated garden set, 6652 guid-a-track set, highway and right-oway traffic signs, dollhouse family, farm animals & fowl and others. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not
graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or
two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

870 Restored Lionel prewar standard gauge 402 E 0-4-4-0 electric locomotive in Mojave, looks C7. All wheels are modern
replacements.

871 Nine Minitoys die cast sets in original boxes to include three sign sets, two station sets and four street and park sets. Two
of the older set boxes are very worn but the pieces insides are generally C7-8.

872 American Flyer prewar O gauge 9900 Burlington Zephyr cast aluminum set to include 9900 powered unit, REA mail /
baggage, coach and observation cars, C6-7.

873 Vintage cast iron & tin litho banks and tin box. Cast iron bank is labeled Ideal Safe Deposit, tin is Marx Get Rich Quick
bank and the last item is only marked underneath, made in Czechoslovakia and looks like a cigarette box that holds the
cigarettes individually in each compartment. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

874 Ives 810 tin lithographed Suburban trolley, C6 and appears to have a repainted roof . It has a damaged coupler on one end
and is missing a rivet holding the pilot in place on one end.

875 Large group of boxed Marx O gauge accessories to include several water tanks, two whistling stations, girder bridge,
railroad platform, two telephone pole sets, plastic railroad station, grade crossing and other loose, unboxed items. This is a
General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary
from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be
returned.

876 Lionel prewar O gauge Mickey Mouse hand car, leg material has disappeared but the springs are still intact. The rest of the
figures are in great shape as is the car itself, C6-7.

877 1930’s Wolverine Gee-Wiz horse racing game in original box, C7-8. OB is in great shape but the bottom has a split corner.
the Stanley cast metal surrey is C9 with original divider in the box.

878 Marx Bunny Express tin lithographed O gauge train set. Includes a great looking bunny with replacement eyes but does
include an original eye with the attached metal wire. The cars have a film of surface rust on the wheels and axles and there
is some paint loss on the inside of all three, C6 to C6+.
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879 Group of Marx universal airports service stations & freight stations with three original boxes. Includes one of each box but
a total of six toys. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the
condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned.

880 Lionel prewar O gauge City of Portland aluminum set to include 752E powered unit, 753 coach and 754 observation cars,
only includes one vestibule, C6-7.

881 Group of boxed Authenticast die cast toy sets to largely include road and railroad signs but also includes a set of billboards
and a few figures. Includes 16 different boxes in all. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

882 Early Lionel Postwar O gauge steam freight set to include 221 2-6-4 steam locomotive with 221W New York Central
tender, 2411 flat car with original pipes, 2458 Pennsylvania boxcar and 2472 Pennsylvania caboose, C7.

883 Nice group of mixed boxed toys and train scenery to include Testors Sprite Special, Campbell steel fence, I deal garage
with 2 cars, Hardy stage coach (missing horses), Bluebird lead car, Star Hobby billboards, small plastic airplanes and ships,
Marx chicken coop, Skyline miniature freight set, two Glyntoys gate units and Lincoln station figures. This is a General
Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7
with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

884 Lionel prewar O gauge peacock blue passenger set to include 253 box cab electric locomotive with a damaged coupler and
a missing headlamp due to fatigue, also includes two 607 Pullman and 608 observation cars, C6 unless otherwise noted.

885 Great group of boxed Marx O gauge plastic buildings to include two different barns, two different churches, ranch house,
airport, colonial house, diner, two different service stations, school house, police station, fire house, army barracks, general
store, supermarket and chicken coop. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item
in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-8 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or
higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

886 Lionel prewar O gauge Flying Yankee set to include 616 powered unit, two 617 coaches and 618 observation car as well as
three 616T vestibules, C6.

887 Nice group of boxed Marx HO scale train accessories to include 6454-A block signal, two 7425 crossing watchman, two
7438 crossing gate, 7421 crossing flasher and 7439 semaphore. All are C8-9 in very nice original boxes.

888 Lionel prewar standard gauge 402 electric locomotive in Mojave, C6 with original drive wheels.
889 Great group of boxed Marx O gauge plastic buildings to include two different barns, two different churches, ranch house,
service station, fire house, army barracks, general store, supermarket and chicken coop. This is a General Condition lot
meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-8 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

890 Lionel prewar O gauge blue comet passenger set to include 226E 2-6-4 steam locomotive, 2226W tender, 2615 baggage,
2613 Pullman and 2614 observation cars, C7.

891 Group of various loose plastic and die cast toy vehicles to include such manufacturers as Irwin, Ideal, Hubley, Tekno,
Matchbox and Ralstoy. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

892 Lionel prewar standard gauge orange 710 Pullman car, C6-7.
893 Great group of boxed Marx O gauge plastic buildings to include two different barns, two different churches, ranch house,
airport, colonial house, two different service stations, school house, fire house, army barracks, general store, supermarket
and chicken coop. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the
condition will typically vary from C6-8 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned.
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894 Lionel prewar O gauge 226E steam locomotive and 2226W tender, . Tender is missing the draw bar but the set is C7
otherwise.

895 Great group of loose and boxed Tootsietoy items to include several Greyhound buses, one with a nice original box that is
sealed in cellophane but the bus is loose, Sinclair and Shell oil trucks, oil tanker truck, Buck Rogers battle cruiser and a few
empty boxes to include a nice Fire department but missing the insert. Also includes four matchbox cars with original boxes
to include 6,10, 11 and 21.

896 Hornby British Railways tin lithographed clockwork steam passenger set to include an 82011 steam locomotive, baggage
and two first class passenger coaches, C6.

897 Nice group of Hubley, Schuco, Marx and Maxwell toy cars. Hubley items include boxed 455 sports car (clear green
interior that has trouble staying in place due to shrinkage) and 460 stake truck, Schuco 1046 VW micro racer, Maxwell
Mini Indian Oil tanker and a loose Marx tricky taxi. All are C8-9 and the boxes are very nice.

898 American Flyer prewar wide gauge 4010 tank car, C7 but with one missing stanchion.
899 Marx plastic ranch houses and churches in original boxes. Includes three houses and two churches. This is a General
Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-8
with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

900 Fantastic Lionel prewar 763E Hudson and 2226WX tender. All original set and gorgeous, C8 locomotive with C7+ tender.
901 Dinky 551, 50098 and 27H trade boxes with contents. Includes three 951 trailers, one 40D Austin Devon Saloon and four
322 Disc harrows. The boxes are nice and complete with minor storage wear, the models range from C8-9.

902 Restored American Flyer wide gauge 4675 steam locomotive and tender set to include 4692 loco and 4693 tender, all
wheels and linkage on the loco have been replaced and the front steps appear to be new. The tender is still all original and
does have some paint chips but still looks great. Loco is missing one roller from the pickup collector underneath. Loco
looks C8, tender is C7-.

903 Mint boxed Dinky 430 breakdown lorry and 432 Guy flat truck, C9 with very nice boxes.
904 Lionel prewar O gauge 2226W twelve wheel tender, C7.
905 Boxed Dinky Supertoys to include 511 Guy 4-ton lorry, C7. and 562 dumper truck with insert, C9, in early boxes and a
Dinky Toys 25x breakdown lorry, C9. Boxes are in nice shape with minor storage wear.

906 Lionel prewar standard gauge No. 2 Electric Rapid transit trolley, all original but missing a lot of paint and sold as is as
seen in the photos with no returns.

907 Dinky Toys 401 fork lift truck, C8 with two small paint chips, and 25x breakdown lorry, C9, in original boxes. The 401
box has water stains and the 25x has surface wear from storage.

908 Lionel prewar O gauge 226E steam locomotive with 2226W twelve wheel tender. Loco is C6-7 but may clean up to be a
little nicer, tender is C7.

909 Dinky Toys 511 Guy 4-ton lorry, 522 big Bedford lorry, 533 Leyland cement wagon and 555 fire engine with extending
ladder in original boxes. Trucks are C7-9 and the four boxes are all in nice shape with some shelf or storage wear.

910 American Flyer prewar O gauge red passenger set to include 3100 box cab electric locomotive, 3141 coach and 3142
observation cars, C6.

911 Dinky Toys 514 Slumberland Guy van in original box, C7 due to several very small paint chips but looks fantastic from an
arms length away. The OB is very nice with minor surface wear.

912 Lionel prewar standard gauge passenger set to include 1835E steam locomotive, 1835T tender, 309 Pullman, 310 mail and
312 observation cars, C6 loco and tender with C7 cars.
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913 Two Dinky 581 horse box trucks in variation original boxes. Includes a regular dark blue box and also a light blue box
with H Hudson Dobson sticker. The Dobson box still has the original inserts with a C8-9 truck, the other box has some
surface wear and includes a C7 truck.

914 Gorgeous Lionel prewar O gauge 763E Hudson with 2226WX tender in original boxes. Loco is absolutely stunning with
the original black satin finish but it has been run as evidenced by the residue on the collector, C9 although the two outside
jewels are missing from the marker lights. The tender is equally nice but does have some oxidation on the draw bar, C8-9.
Loco OB is sealed on the label end and is complete with original insert. the box for the tender is missing one end flap and
has quite a bit of shelf or storage wear but mainly on one long edge.

915 Mint boxed Dinky Supertoys 36A and 36B Willeme tractors with trailers, C9. Both original boxes are very nice and the
36B includes a damaged original insert. Both are marked Made in France.

916 Lionel prewar standard gauge 402E locomotive in Mojave, C6+. Scarce example with E stamped on the door and with
chemically blackened rims on the wheels that are correct period wheels. Likely has replacement headlight castings and
whistles.

917 Boxed Dinky Supertoys 948 McLean tractor trailer, C9 other than paint loss at the fifth wheel area where it has rubbed.
Includes original insert in a beautiful box.

918 Fantastic boxed Hornby Dublo OO EDP11 Silver King pass set, No. 30011. Set includes 60016 4-6-2 steam locomotive
with British railways tender, E45402E and E42759E passenger cars. loco and tender are painted with decals, passenger
cars are tin lithographed. Also includes track and some instruction sheets in a very nice box although the lid has a split
corner and partial side.

919 Mint boxed Dinky Supertoys 982 Pullmore auto transport and 893 Unic Sahara tractor, C9-10. The 982 includes a boxed
994 loading ramp, all are C9-10 with very nice boxes.

920 Lionel prewar standard gauge dark olive green passenger cars to include two 18 and 19 Parlor cars and 190 observation car,
C6.

921 Boxed Dinky Supertoys construction equipment to include 961 blaw knox bulldozer with one melted track and one missing
track, 962 dumper truck, C6, and 965 Euclid rear dump truck that would be C8 were i9t not for the number 51 marked onto
the door of each side of the truck. All three boxes are in nice shape and include original inserts.

922 Lionel prewar O gauge semi scale freight set with 226E steam locomotive, 2226W tender, 2954 Pennsylvania boxcar, 2955
Shell tank car, 2956 Baltimore and Ohio hopper and 2957 New York Central caboose, C7.

923 Dinky Supertoys 961 Blaw Knox bulldozers in red C7 due to damaged tracks, and in yellow with insert, C9, 972 20-ton
lorry-mounted crane, C8, and Dinky 752 goods yard crane with insert, C9. All in original boxes that are very nice except
the 972 box which has a lot of surface wear.

924 Lionel OO scale two rail matched set to include super detailed 003 5342 Hudson steam locomotive, 003W New York
Central tender, 0045 Shell and 0015 Sunoco tank cars, 0044 Pennsylvania boxcar, 0046 Baltimore and Ohio hopper and
0047 New York Central caboose, C8. The tender will need to be rewired as the insulation is brittle and cracked.

925 Dinky farm group to include 300 Massey Harris tractor, five 341 land-rover trailers, three 320 harvest trailers, two 319
weeks farm trailers, 321 manure spreader, 322 disc harrow, 324 hay rake. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have
not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item
or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

926 Exquistite American Flyer wide gauge Commander passenger set, 4654 box cab electric locomotive, two Bunker Hill
Pullman and Yorktown observation cars, C8.

927 Mint boxed Dinky to include 131 Cadillac tourer, 141 Estate car, 405 Universal jeep, 436 Atlas Copco and 796 Healey
sports boat on trailer. cars are C9-10 with very good to worn original boxes.
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928 American Flyer O gauge steam freight set to include 2-6-4 steam locomotive with sheet metal tender with whistle, boxcar,
tank car, gondola and caboose, C6+.

929 Four boxed Dinky die cast cars to include 22A Maserati sport 2000, two 24Y Studebaker commander and 24J Alfa Romeo
1900 super sprint, C7-8 with nice OBs.

930 American Flyer Dominion Flyer Canadian National passenger set to include cast iron mechanical steam locomotive, 120
tender two 1107 coaches and 1108 baggage cars, C7-8.

931 Five mint boxed Dinky to include 132 Packard convertible, two 157 Jaguar, 167 A.C. Aceca coupe and 168 Singer Gazelle,
C9-10. Obs are generally very good to excellent.

932 Rare Ives prewar tin lithographed O gauge Limited Vestibule Express set to include clockwork steam locomotive, LVE No.
11 tender, No. 5o mail / baggage car and No. 51 Hiawatha coach, C6-7.

933 Four boxed French Dinky to include two 70 trailers, 33A Fourgon Simca and 33B Benne Basculante Simca, C7-8 with two
nice and two worn original boxes.

934 Lionel prewar OO scale 004 Hudson steam locomotive with 004W New York Central tender, C8.
935 Six boxed Dinky to include two 170 Ford Fordor sedan, two 172 Studebaker land cruiser, 173 Nash rambler and 179
Studebaker president sedan, C7-8. Boxes are all excellent except one of the 172.

936 Hornby Dublo HO steam passenger set to include Duchess of Atholl steam locomotive, LMS six-wheel tender, two 45401
3rd class, 45402 3rd class and 42759 first class LNER passenger coaches, C6 to C7.

937 Five boxed Dinky to include three 531 Fiat 1200 and three 545 DeSoto Diplomat, C7-8. All boxes are complete but worn.
938 Hornby and other HO scale steam freight train to include Hornby Dublo HO 1215 4-6-2 steam locomotive, Canadian
Pacific six wheel tender, gondola and flat car as well as built up scale boxcar, container car (missing the dome) and
caboose. Kit cars are made mostly of wood but also have metal and die cast parts. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no
returns.

939 Mint boxed Dinky to include 532 Lincoln Premiere, 552 Chevrolet Corvair, 582 Camionette de Depannage Citroen and
578 Benne Basculante Simca Cargo, C9. Boxes are very good to excellent.

940 Ives O gauge tin lithographed passenger set to include 3253 NYC & HR electric locomotive, 129 Saratoga observation and
130 buffet passenger cars, C6+.

941 Four Mint boxed Dinky die cast o include 173 Nash Rambler, 187 VW Karmann Ghia coupe and two 189 Triumph Herald,
C9-10 with nice complete boxes with graffiti on one of them.

942 Fantastic Hudson Products reproduction Lionel prewar 700E steam locomotive with twelve wheel New York Central
whistle tender, 3 rail operation, blind center flange, C8+ with low run time.

943 Five boxed Dinky to include two 169 Studebaker GHolden hawk with windows, two 191 Dodge Royal sedan with
windows and 192 DeSoto Fireflite with windows, C8. Boxes range from good to excellent.

944 Marklin Ga. I clockwork B. 1021 steam locomotive and tender. Loco is C6 but tender is C4-5 due to massive paint loss
and surface rust, it is in great physical condition and would be a great candidate for restoration. Loco includes original key
and two lanterns that likely were once set on the front as marker lights.

945 Four boxed Dinky to include 250 Streamlined fire engine, 253 Daimler ambulance, 254 Austin taxi, two 260 Royal mail
van and 261 telephone service van, C7-8. Boxes range from very good to excellent.

946 Marklin Gauge I medical wagon with window inserts that are orange and olive green, C7. All hand decorated and very
clean.
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947 Four boxed Dinky die cast to include 257 Fire chief’s car, two 258 USA police car with two different antennas and two 265
Plymouth USA taxi, C8. Boxes range from good to excellent.

948 Marklin Ga. I 11884 tin lithographed Class 1 and 2 coach, C6.
949 Four Mint boxed Dinky die cast to include two 148 Ford Fairlane with red and white interiors, 193 Rambler cross country
station wagon and 195 Jaguar 3.4 saloon, C9-10. Boxes range from very good to excellent.

950 Marklin Ga. I lumber car, hand decorated with original chains but missing the connecting chain that goes between the two
cars. Lumber load cannot be confirmed as original but the two cars are C7.

951 Seven boxed Dinky die cast to include 131 Cadillac, 169 Studebaker, 190 Caravan, 344 estate car, 414 rear tipping wagon,
492 loud speaker van and 796 Healy sports boat on trailer, C7-8. All boxes are worn and may have missing flaps.

952 Marklin Ga. I hand decorated stock car, looks C7 but has paint chipped from one corner of the roof.
953 Four mint boxed Dinky die cast to include two 190 Caravan in orange and blue as well as two 191 Dodge royal sedan, C9
-10. Boxes range from good to very good.

954 Marklin Ga. I gondola with coal load, circa 1905-1907, hand decorated, C7.
955 Four Mint boxed Dinky die cast Caravan to include 117 and 188 four berth, 190 and 811 made in France with windows, C9
-10 but the hitch on the green trailer has some kind of corrosion.

956 Adams & Son O gauge 3 rail 4-8-2 Santa Fe steam locomotive with tender, nice detail with scale coupler, incredible
condition, kit built and only a few paint rubs or chips. Loco is 14 1/2 inches long and very heavy, likely made of brass.
The tender is much lighter than the loco and likely die cast. A great pair as seen in the photos, C8.

957 Large group of mostly loose Dinky trucks to include two buses, six open bed trucks, two closed trucks, glass delivery and
garbage trucks. Twelve trucks in all with three boxes included. Trucks are C6 area with worn original boxes.

958 Keystone Ride-em pressed steel steam shovel, C6 with two complete and one partial decals.
959 Keystone 6400 pressed steel Ride-em locomotive, all original C6-7.
960 Keystone Ride-em pressed steel 6500 gondola train car, looks C9 but could be a super restoration job. It fluoresces dark
green under a blacklight. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

961 Keystone Ride-em 1501 pressed steel Railway Express baggage car, C6. Car is 23 1/2 inches long.
962 1940’s Keystone pressed steel Ride-em fighter plane, all original, propeller turns and it makes a clicking sound when
rolled, C6-7.

963 Vintage 1960’s Murray pedal car, possibly restored but in exceptional condition with the exception of two missing kotter
pins, four missing hub caps and missing pedals, otherwise C8-9.

964 Restored 1962 Murray 500 Pace car pedal car, professionally restored to look C8.
965 Vintage Murray City Fire Department pressed steel pedal car with original ladders, C6-7.
966 Mercedes 190 SL pressed steel pedal car, modern manufacture, made in China, C8, could be missing two trim pieces from
the rear quarter panels.

967 Original 1930’s Garton Tin Lizzie pressed steel pedal car, looks like it its missing a few pieces, including the windshield,
but is really nice otherwise, C6-7.

968 Original 1960’s AMF convertible Pacesetter pressed steel pedal car, C8 but missing one hub cap.
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969 Classic Convertible Power Wheels electric car, C7 but missing the hood ornament.
970 Mint boxed Burns novelty Red Lion Speedway Special pressed steel pedal car, C9-10.
971 Mint boxed Burns novelty Police Car pressed steel pedal car
972 Fantastic Marx 3300 Ride-em fire truck in original box with inserts, C9. OB is very nice with one factory sealed end and
the original wrapping for the ladders and other parts is still in the box.

973 Fantastic Marx 3290 pressed steel lithographed Ride-em Air Force truck in original box with original instruction sheet, C9.
OB is very nice with one factory sealed end and the instruction sheet is folded but crisp and very white.

974 Mint boxed Smith-Miller Fred Thompson Mobil Oil tanker with styrofoam insert, C9-10.
975 Mint boxed Smith-Miller Fred Thompson Shell Oil tanker with styrofoam insert, C9-10.
976 Lionel prewar standard gauge dark green passenger set to include 380E electric loco, 428 parlor, 429 parlor combine and
430 observation cars, C6. 429 is missing both couplers.

977 Early Smith-Miller barrel delivery truck, fantastic condition but missing the original load of barrels, C8.
978 Lionel prewar O gauge orange passenger set to include 248 box cab electric locomotive, 629 Pullman and 630 observation
cars, C6.

979 Original Smith Miller Bank of America armored car with lock, C7. Lock has BISON embossed on it and it includes the
original key.

980 Lionel prewar O gauge orange passenger set to include 248 box cab electric locomotive, 629 Pullman and 630 observation
cars, C7.

981 Smith Miller L Mack PIE semi tractor trailer, looks C7 but there are a few touch ups on the outsides of both fenders and
old masking tape on the fifth wheel to probably keep it from scratching. Measures 28 inches long.

982 American Flyer prewar wide gauge green passenger set to include 4000 box cab electric locomotive, US Mail RPO and two
America cars, one Pullman and the other an observation and both are illuminated, C7 loco with C6 cars.

983 Smith Miller GMC US Treasury truck, great looking truck that could possibly be a restoration but looks great if it is.
984 Lionel prewar 700E Hudson steam locomotive with New York Central whistle tender, great shape with only a few small
paint chips here and there, looks great with original satin finish but is missing the chain and pin. The tender has fading
lettering on both sides but one side is worse than the other, C7.

985 Smith Miller L Mack fire ladder truck, includes all ladders but the strings do have some issues but look like they are all
there, C7. Includes a replacement hood ornament and a kit to restring the ladders.

986 Lionel prewar standard gauge peacock blue passenger set in original box to include 8E box cab electric locomotive, 332
railway mail, 339 Pullman and 341 observation cars, C6+. Set box is missing the side label and has tape repairs. Includes
incorrect and worn olive loco box but two other correct boxes in nice shape.

987 Smith Miller L Mack lumber truck with trailer, has a replacement hood ornament, chains and also has some paint wear on
the fenders but looks to have an original wood load, C6+.

988 Lionel prewar standard gauge green passenger set in original box to include 8 box cab electric locomotive, 332 railway
mail, 337 Pullman and 338 observation cars, C7.

989 Smith Miller early GMC semi and flat bed trailer but missing the nose of the trailer. The cab has an unusual Burgundy
paint and the whole set has the S-M hub caps, C7.
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990 Lionel prewar standard gauge steam passenger set to include 1835E steam locomotive, 1835W tender, 309 Pullman, 310
Railway mail and 312 observation cars, C6.

991 Early Ives LVE Limited Vestibule Express passenger set to include 1118 electric steam locomotive with No. 25 LVE
tender, 129 Saratoga Pullman, 130 buffet combine and 131 baggage express US Mail cars, C6. The loco is missing the tow
pin and the plate from one side as seen in the photos.

992 Smith Miller GMC Hollywood Film Ad truck and searchlight trailer, C7. Searchlight housing is likely a restoration or
reproduction since it doesn’t match the rest of the toy.

993 American Flyer prewar O gauge steam passenger set to include electric steam locomotive, 121 tender, 1108 US mail RPO,
1107 Pullman and 1107 observation cars, C7.

994 Smith Miller GMC PIE tractor trailer, original with rust on the hub caps, heavy rust on one side. Sold as-is as seen in the
photos with no returns.

995 Lionel prewar standard gauge electric passenger set to include maroon 8 box cab electric locomotive, 31 combine Pullman
/ baggage and 36 observation cars in dark olive green, C7.

996 Beautiful original Tonka No. 5 pumper fire truck, the gauges decal is peeling on the right side but the truck is otherwise
superb, C8+.

997 Lionel prewar O gauge 636W City of Denver passenger set in chocolate and yellow, includes 636W powered unit with a
straight belly pan, two 637 coaches, 638 observation car and three vestibules, C6 to C6+.

998 1960’s Tonka dump truck and sand loader, C6.
999 Lionel prewar O gauge gray electric passenger set to include 251E box cab electric locomotive, two 605 Pullman and 606
observation cars, C6.

1000 1955 Tonka Allied tractor trailer set with two different trailers, one is regular production and the other has a private label
on the bottom for O.G. Roche Moving & Storage from Idaho, C6 tractor and C7 trailers. The Roche trailer is missing a
door handle off of one door.

1001 Lionel Postwar O gauge steam passenger set to include gray 221 steam locomotive and 221T New York Central tender,
two 2430 Pullman and 2431 observation cars, C7.

1002 Minty Lumar tin lithographed Army truck in original box with PL-383-10 soldiers in bag, C9, OB is complete and nice,
sealed on one end and marked 1958. The sealed end does have graffiti indicating top, back and bottom.

1003 Ives standard gauge green electric passenger set to include 3235 box cab electric locomotive , 170 buffet / baggage
combine and 172 observation cars, C6-7, exceedingly clean but has a few paint chips. Both cars are illuminated.

1004 1950’s Tonka No. 5 hook and ladder fire truck, extremely nice with the exception of a small amount of oxidation on the
rear wheel wells and underneath the TFD decals, otherwise an exceptional example, C7+.

1005 Lionel prewar O gauge steam passenger set to include 258 steam locomotive with 262T tender, two 613 Pullman and 614
observation cars in Terra Cotta and maroon. C6 with several missing trim pieces and a missing coupler.

1006 Fantastic Tonka aerial sand loader with original hang tag instruction sheet, C8, original instruction sheet is complete but
will need to be taped back together as it is in 3 pieces.

1007 American Flyer prewar wide gauge maroon passenger set to include 4019 box cab electric locomotive, US mail / RPO,
American Pullman and America observation cars, C6.

1008 Seven Marx plastic buildings in original boxes to include service station, supermarket, realistic barn, plastic barn, two
ranch houses and plastic church. Sets cannot be confirmed to be complete but most appear to be complete. Boxes range
from very good to worn with tape repairs.
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1009 Lionel prewar standard gauge Mojave electric passenger set to include 8 box cab electric locomotive, 337 New York
Central Lines Pullman and 338 Lionel Lines observation cars, C6+.

1010 Seven Marx plastic buildings in original boxes to include three service station, supermarket, realistic church and two ranch
houses. Sets cannot be confirmed to be complete but most appear to be complete. Boxes range from excellent to very
good .

1011 Group of early Lionel prewar standard gauge freight cars to include ballast car and stock cars with embossed Lionel MFG
CO NY underneath, ballast car is missing both couplers, the other three include 112 gondola, 114 boxcar and 117 caboose,
cars range from C6 to C7.

1012 Five boxed Dinky die cast to include 178 Plymouth Plaza, 343 farm produce wagon in C7 as well as 25 O Camion Laiter,
411 Bedford truck and 796 Healey sports boat on trailer, C9-10. Boxes range from excellent to good.

1013 Lionel prewar O gauge orange passenger set with three original boxes, circa 1931 including; 9E electric loco with Bild-ALoco motor, 429 Pullman/Baggage, 428 Pullman and a 430 observation. The cars have apple green inserts and doors and
nickel journals, C6 to C6+. Original boxes include 428, 429 and 430. The boxes do have shelf and storage wear and may
have inner flaps missing but all long flaps are intact.

1014 Six boxed Dinky die cast trucks to include 440 Mobilgas tanker, 443 National Benzole tanker, 450 Esso Trojan 15 Cwt
van, 454 Cydrax Trojan 15 Cwt van, 455 Brooke Bond tea Trojan 15 Cwt van and Capstan Morris commercial van, C7-8.

1015 Lionel prewar standard gauge green state set with 3 boxes. Set includes a rewheeled 381E 4-4-4 electric locomotive, 412
California, 413 Colorado, 414 Illinois and 416 New York passenger cars, C6+ to C7. OBs include 412, 413 and 416 and
they are worn with missing flaps and tape repairs.

1016 Six Mint boxed Dinky trucks to include 480 Kodak, 481 Ovaltine and 482 Dinky Toys Bedford 10 Cwt vans as well as 470
Shell, 471 Nestle and 472 Raleigh Cycles Austin Vans, C9-10. Original boxes range from good to very good.

1017 Lionel prewar 1912 0-4-4-0 electric locomotive, all original but missing most of the paint as seen in the photos. It is
missing one coupler and the headlight, C5.

1018 Group of Dinky farm tractors and implements with 3 boxes to include two Massey Harris and one Massey Ferguson
tractors, 322 disc harrow, 321 manure spreader, 428 farm wagon and an Aveling Barford steam roller, C6-8. Includes two
worn 300 boxes and a manure spreader trade box with graffiti on top.

1019 Fantastic Lionel SG 1912 Special 0-4-4-0 locomotive with original thin rims, red painted ventilator flaps and grilles,
wheels and pilots. It is equipped with everything that it would have originally had. It does have an original headlight but it
currently has a reproduction in place. the body is in incredible condition with no damage on top of being exceptionally
clean, C7+ body with C6 to C6+ chassis.

1020 Nice group of loose Dinky die cast automobiles to include three Volkswagen, Hillman Minx, Lagonda, Triumph, Hudson
sedan, Studebaker Commander and DeSoto Fireflite as well as one 181 VW box in very good condition. cars are C7-8.

1021 Lionel prewar standard gauge thin rim 5 locomotive and tender, great shape but missing the head light and the connection
from the back of the locomotive. Looks C7 but has aforementioned issues.

1022 Group of nine nice loose Dinky die cast automobiles to include two Studebaker, Buick Roadmaster and six different Ford
sedan, C6-8.

1023 Massive English live steam Gauge III steam locomotive and tender. No manufacturer names or stamps on it anywhere,
looks home made but it is a great looking piece, 4-6-2 steam locomotive made of copper or brass with cast iron wheels,
tender is made of wood with pressed steel truck frames and cast iron trucks. Loco is 24 inches long and the tender is 14
inches long. Should run on 2 5/8 inch gauge track or what could also be referred to in different circles as gauge IIa or even
gauge 8. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.
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1024 Three Dinky Supertoys Foden trucks in original boxes to include two 905 Foden flat trucks with chains, one maroon and
the other red and gray. Also included is a 941 Mobilgas Foden 14-ton tanker. Trucks are C6-7 range, boxes are nice but
do have minor graffiti.

1025 Great group of American Flyer prewar wide gauge freight cars to include 4006 red hopper, 4017 gondola, 4020 stock car,
4021 caboose and 4022 lumber car with missing load, C7- to C7+.

1026 Group of 13 loose Dinky die cast vehicles to include a forklift, several cars including a police car and an El Camino, a jeep,
a small truck and two BEV trucks, they range from C5 t0 C7.

1027 Lionel prewar standard gauge 392E with tender, both have copper and brass trim, C7.
1028 Dinky Pinder Super Circus Peugeot and trailer, complete and original, C6-7.
1029 American Flyer prewar O gauge electric passenger set to include MOTOR 1218 loco that is missing accessories from the
roof, 1205 mail and two 1206 Seattle coaches, all adorned with Chicago Milwaukee & St. Paul RY herald, C6.

1030 Super Dinky 881 Pinder circus van in original box with insert. Extremely nice with one paint chip on the trailer. Includes
all animals in their appropriate cages, C8. OB has shelf and storage wear but does include a very nice original insert.

1031 American Flyer prewar O gauge electric passenger set to include red 1218, 1205 mail and two 1306 passenger cars, C5-6.
1032 Dinky die cast Kodak Panhard, C6, Ever Ready Guy truck, C8, and ABC transmitter van, C7.
1033 Lionel prewar standard gauge 400E 2-4-4 steam locomotive with 400T tender, black with copper trim and brass journals in
original boxes. Loco looks C7+, however, it has been entirely rewheeled and likely has replacement air tanks on the sides.
Both OBs are in great shape and the insert is in the loco box, both have one sealed end as well.

1034 Dinky Supertoys Regent and Esso oil tankers. Regent Foden is C7, Esso Panhard is C6 and the smaller Esso truck is C7.
1035 Lionel prewar O gauge electric locomotives to include two each 152 and 154. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no
returns.

1036 Group of Dinky die cast cars and Dunlop tire racks to include six different For sedans, tow truck, two different Dunlop tire
racks, one with tires and the other with some loose tires as well as 18 loose tires and an empty 10253 tires box. Items range
from C6 to C7.

1037 Lionel prewar O gauge red passenger cars with aluminum roofs to include three 610 Pullman and 612 observation cars.
Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1038 Group of Dinky die cast trucks and bus to include four Trojan advertising trucks, Bedford dump truck, petrol oil truck,
Aveling-Barford steam roller, fire truck and an older delivery truck. These all range from C7 to C8.

1039 Fleischmann O gauge mechanical steam locomotive with rolling stock to include passenger coach and two gondolas, C6.
1040 Three boxed Dinky Supertoys trucks to include 921 articulated lorry, 934 Leyland Octopus wagon and 980 horse van, C7
-8. OBs are complete and generally nice but the 921 does have some dinginess.

1041 American Flyer prewar O gauge steam freight set to include 401 2-4-4 steam locomotive, 3189 tender, 3012 boxcar, 3006
lumber car with no load and an unnumbered caboose, C6-7.

1042 Group of Dinky die cast trucks and wagons to includetwo Leyland Comet, Guy, unmarked, Dodge, Fordson, Bedford,
Berliet and two trailers, C7-8.

1043 Lionel Postwar O gauge electric locomotives to include light green 31, dark green 3251, peacock blue 3251 and brown
3252. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.
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1044 Group of boxed Dinky Supertoys die cast to include 401 Coventry Climax fork lift truck, 958 Snow Plough and 960 lorry
mounted cement mixer. All three are C8-9 with nice original boxes.

1045 Lionel Junior Postwar O gauge articulated passenger set to include 289E steam locomotive, whistle tender and three
passenger cars. The couplers on the first passenger coach and the tender are both missing the tab making it impossible to
link together, otherwise C6.

1046 Small group of loose and boxed Dinky die cast to include two 32c Esso transporters with one worn box, smaller Esso
delivery truck, 319 Weeks tipping trailer and three 138 Hillman Imp, two in original boxes. The last four items are C8-9
while the first three are C6-7.

1047 Lionel prewar O gauge 752E aluminum City of Portland passenger set to include 752E powered unit, 753 coach, 754
observation car and two vestibules, C6.

1048 Vintage Dinky dealer / store display in nice shape. Cabinet measures 47 1/2” wide x 62 1/4” tall x 23 3/4” deep with the
lower storage area being 27” tall. Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up arrangements may be made
after the auction. Sold as is.

1049 Lionel prewar O gauge steam passenger set to include 260E 2-4-2 steam locomotive, oil tender, two 710 Pullman and 712
observation cars, C6.

1050 Group of prewar cast iron toy fence with 2 gates. Fence stands 5 1/2 inches to top of finials. Includes fourteen 12” long
sections as well as the four sections that the gate doors swing on, which are 8 1/4 inches long, C6-7.

1051 Lionel prewar standard gauge electric passenger set to include 33 electric locomotive and two passenger cars with
embossed LIONEL MFG CO NY underneath, 35 Pullman and 36 observation, C6.

1052 Large group of O and standard gauge figures, luggage and freight accessories to include Japan composition and American
lead figures, many wooden barrels of all sizes and some tin lithographed luggage pieces. Sold as-is as seen in the photos
with no returns.

1053 Lionel prewar standard gauge late #40 passenger set in original box. Includes dark gray 38 electric locomotive, two 35
Pullman and 36 observation cars in dark olive, C6, also includes some straight and curved track. Set box is very worn with
missing layers of corrugated but still has a discernible label.

1054 Group of O and S gauge lead and cast figures with some accessories. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.
1055 Lionel prewar O gauge team passenger set to include 262 2-4-2 steam locomotive with a slightly bent frame, 262T tender,
600 Pullman, 601 observation and 602 baggage cars, C6.

1056 Britains, Arcade and others cast iron and lead road signs and accessories. Lots of great stuff in this group. Sold as-is as
seen in the photos with no returns.

1057 Lionel prewar O gauge electric passenger set to include 253 box cab electric locomotive, two 610 Pullman and 612
observation cars all with New York Central heralds, C6 loco with C6+ cars.

1058 Group of O and standard gauge lead winter figures with park benches, hand trucks and a Santa in a sleigh. Sold as-is as
seen in the photos with no returns.

1059 Lionel prewar O gauge steam freight train to include 262 2-4-2 steam locomotive, 262T tender, 810 maroon and Terra
Cotta crane, 812 gondola and 817 caboose, C6+.

1060 Group of Lionel by Johillco, Barclay and other lead figures some very nice and others with a lot of paint loss. Sold as-is
as seen in the photos with no returns.

1061 Lionel prewar O gauge steam freight set to include 225E 2-6-2 steam locomotive, 2225W whistle tender, 2620 searchlight
car, 3651 log car, 2654 Shell tank car and 2657 caboose with yellow window inserts. Loco and tender are C6+, cars are C6
-7.
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1062 Four antique porcelain jointed arm dolls. One small one marked Japan, two others marked Germany and the last has what
may be fragile original clothing that is in the way of seeing what is marked on the back.

1063 Lionel prewar O gauge 238E Pennsylvania steam locomotive and 265W tender in gunmetal, C6.
1064 Group of vintage cast iron and die cast dollhouse accessories to include two Sally Ann sweepers. washing machine, toilet
and stroller in cast iron. Die cast items are made by Tootsietoy and include a bath tub, toilet, scale, stool, hamper and
vanity. Also included is a handmade wooden refrigerator. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1065 Joy Line cast iron and tin passenger set to include a working mechanical locomotive with missing identification plates,
tender, two 357 coaches and 458 observation cars, C6.

1066 Group of Matchbox models of yesteryear, vintage Manoil and Midgetoy train die cast items as well as 20+ tin lithographed
fence sections. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1067 Lionel prewar O gauge steam passenger set to include 261E steam locomotive with nickel trim, tender, two 607 Pullman
and 608 observation cars, C7 loco, everything else C6.

1068 Antique merry go round / carousel cast iron still bank, has great original paint but is missing the plug, C7.
1069 Lionel prewar standard gauge electric passenger set to include 8 box cab electric locomotive, 337 Pullman and 338
observation cars , C6. Original boxes include a worn 8 and a nicer 337.

1070 Huge cast iron horse drawn fire ladder wagon, manufacturer unknown, over 31 inches long and 9 1/2 inches tall with
figures.

1071 American Flyer prewar O gauge steam passenger set to include 2-6-4 steam locomotive and tender (loco has severe damage
to the cab roof), three Pullman and observation cars, C6 unless otherwise noted. All four cars are illuminated and have
curly Q couplers.

1072 Fantastic Keystone pressed steel wind up fire ladder truck with climbing tin lithographed fireman, C8+.
1073 American Flyer prewar O gauge steam passenger set to include 2-4-2 steam locomotive with tender, three Pullman and
observation cars, C6. All four cars are illuminated and have slot and tab couplers.

1074 Kenton cast iron Overland Circus band wagon, nearly complete, only missing chain through horses, all original, C6-7.
1075 Lionel prewar O gauge New York Central electric passenger set to include 256 0-4-4-0 box cab electric locomotive, two
710 Pullman and 712 observation cars, C6-7 loco, C6 cars.

1076 Kenton cast iron Overland Circus calliope wagon, all original and nearly complete, just missing half of the chain through
the horses, C6-7.

1077 Lionel prewar standard gauge maroon electric passenger set to include 380 electric locomotive, two 319 Pullman, 320
baggage and 322 observation cars, all with New York Central herald except for the baggage car, C6.

1078 Kenton cast iron Overland Circus cage wagon with polar bear, the two horse riders are reproductions, the string is broken
and the chain is missing, otherwise C6+.

1079 American Flyer prewar O gauge tin lithographed electric passenger set to include 3113 box cab electric locomotive and
unnumbered baggage, Pullman and observation cars, C6-7.

1080 Incredibly nice Kenton Overland Circus cast iron cage wagon, all original, only missing the reins, otherwise complete and
C8+ and very clean.

1081 Lionel Postwar O gauge steam passenger set to include 224E 2-6-2 steam locomotive with sheet Metal tender in gunmetal,
two 1630 Pullman and 1631 observation cars, C6.
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1082 Lehmann Tut Tut tin lithographed clockwork, C7-8, works and bellows still blows a sound like a horn.
1083 American Flyer prewar wide gauge 4-4-2 steam locomotive with 4693 tender, looks very nice but the paint on the loco is
starting to flake in very large pieces with three decent size pieces missing from each side already. Looks C7 but has noted
paint issues.

1084 Lehmann balky mule tin lithographed clockwork toy, looks fantastic but the clockwork mechanism will need some work,
the key has fallen out of place with the shaft it is mounted to but everything else is in place. Sold as-is as seen in the
photos with no returns.

1085 American Flyer prewar O gauge tin windup Empire Express train to include red steam locomotive, Chicago and
Northwestern tender and Empire Express tin lithographed passenger car, C6.

1086 Britains and Solido lead and die cast military items. Includes Britains troop transport and mobile cannon with original
wheels, C6-7. Solido items include Berliet and Patton M-47 tank, C6+.

1087 Lionel prewar O gauge red lithographed The Mickey Mouse Circus train set no. 1536, circa 1935 containing; 1508 red 0-4
-0 clockwork steam loco with nickel trim, 1509 Mickey Mouse stoker tender, 1536 band car, 1536 animal car and 1536
dining car. The loco and tender are C6- and the cars are C5-6.

1088 Buddy L Wild Animal Circus semi tractor trailer in original box. truck is in superb condition and includes all three original
animals but is missing one door on the left side of the truck that goes to the Leo Lion cage, otherwise C9 with a nice box.

1089 Lionel Postwar O gauge steam freight set to include 260E 2-4-2 steam locomotive with oil tender, 810 derrick crane car,
811 lumber car, 812 gondola, 814 boxcar and 817 caboose, C6.

1090 Gorgeous 1950’s Buddy L Builders Supply GMC stake truck with conveyor, C8-9.
1091 Ives standard gauge gray electric passenger set to include 3257R electric locomotive, two 141 Pullman parlor and 142
Pullman observation cars, C6 to C6+.

1092 Buddy L 3733 Army Transport with Howitzer and targets in original box with inserts. Truck and howitzer are C6 but the
set is complete with the targets and five steel shots to shoot the targets down. Box is complete but has one loose end flap
and one sealed end.

1093 American Flyer prewar O gauge electric passenger set to include 3110 loco, C6+, Great Northern mail car, Pullman and
observation tin lithographed cars, C6-7.

1094 Group of hard plastic army trucks and armored cars, the trucks and single lowboy are unmarked, the two armored cars are
Processed plastic and the tank is likely a modern reproduction, C6-7.

1095 Lionel prewar O gauge electric passenger set to include 254E electric locomotive, two 610 Pullman an 612 observation
cars, C6-7. OBs have some tape repairs and have some missing inner flaps

1096 1940’s Wyandotte truck lines pressed steel truck, trailer is permanently mounted to the truck but does articulate to turn
corners. All painted except a tin lithographed grille. There is some paint wear here and there but overall a great example,
C6+.

1097 Lionel prewar O gauge Mojave electric passenger set to include 253 box cab electric locomotive, two 610 Pullman and 612
observation cars, C6-.

1098 Vintage Wyandotte Greyvan Lines pressed steel tractor trailer with 5th wheel, C6 to C6+ with paint wear on the tractor but
the trailer is very nice with great decals.

1099 Ives transitional electric passenger set to include 10E loco, c6 with fatigue on the headlights and reproduction wheels, 332
mail, 339 Pullman and 341 observation cars, C7.
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1100 Great group of 42 vintage lead standard gauge figures, all original, most are in fantastic condition but several have paint
wear, C6-8 overall.

1101 Beautiful Lionel prewar standard gauge 214 boxcar in original box, C7. Incorrect 214 OB has skinning from label and tape
repair on one end.

1102 Small group of various toy vehicles, highlighted by an original Arcade Greyhound Century of Progress bus, Chein windup
woody four door and Marx Tricky taxi as well as 6 other vintage cars. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1103 Lionel prewar O gauge Peter Rabbit Chickmobile in rough original box, C7 all original with key but will not wind up. The
original box has quite a few small pieces but not enough to put an entire lid together.

1104 Ohio Art tin lithographed The Giant Ride windup ferris wheel, C7 but does not wind up or work.
1105 Lionel prewar O gauge 1100 Mickey Mouse hand car in original box with track. The figures look great but the legs have
been replaced and there are some small paint flakes from the red body of the hand car, C7. The OB is very nice with no
separated corners and no tape repairs.

1106 American Flyer prewar O gauge steam passenger set to include 435 steam locomotive and die cast tender, boxcar, gondola,
log car and caboose, C6-7.

1107 Two Mini-Tonka pressed steel 1096 car carriers with one original box. One is C6, the other is C7 and includes two
original Corvettes. The OB is missing all of the end flaps from the opened end.

1108 Lionel prewar standard gauge Pennsylvania Limited Stephen Girard passenger set no. 378W, circa 1936-39. The set
contains a 392E gunmetal steam loco, 392W tender, 424 Liberty Bell Pullman, 425 Stephen Girard Pullman and a Coral
Isle 426 observation car with a PRR drumhead on the end railing. The loco and tender have all nickel trim. The cars have
brass and nickel trim and brass plates. Fantastic set with C6+ loco, C6-7 tender and C7 cars.

1109 Group of vintage cast iron and die cast toy tractors to include four cast iron and two slush / die cast tractors, C6-7.
1110 Lionel prewar standard gauge 212 gondola, 219 derrick crane and 220 floodlight car with one original box for the crane
car. Trains are C7, OB is missing one outer flap and is sealed on one end and has a very unique shipping label on the side.

1111 Arcade Fordson cast iron tractor with replacement driver. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.
1112 Lionel prewar standard gauge Baby State Set to include 318E loco, two 309 Pullman, 310 mail / baggage and 312
observation cars, C7.

1113 Group of vintage Arcade and other toy tractors and farm implements to include Arcade tractor, wagon and a damaged
implement as well as a cast aluminum tractor with attached wagon, C6-7.

1114 Lionel prewar standard gauge Blue Comet cars with all nickel trim in original boxes to include 420 Faye Pullman, 421
Westphal Pullman and 422 Tempel observation cars. Car sides are C7, roofs are C6 and frames and trucks are C7. All
three OBs are worn with missing flaps but are all correctly marked.

1115 Reuhl Lorain die cast steam shovel. The tracks have fallen off and are in pieces and likely incomplete. There is a lot of
missing paint but all of the functions work properly but the strings are old and getting weak and not all of them are routed
100% properly, C5-6.

1116 Ives tin lithographed O gauge electric passenger set to include 3255R electric locomotive, 130 buffet and 129 Saratoga
observation cars, C6.

1117 Four vintage cast iron motorcycle type toys, one is damaged and missing sides off of the stake bed, the other three wheeled
vehicle is dubbed “Crash Car” and is 4 5/8” long. The three undamaged ones are C7.
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1118 Lionel prewar standard gauge electric passenger set to include 408E electric locomotive, 419 Parlor car, 419 combine car,
431 Dining car and 490 observation car, C6 to C6+ but could clean up to be nicer. Loco has be rewheeled but everything
else is original. Two cars are missing roof screws. Includes a worn 408E P. Green box.

1119 Antique Empire Metal ware Corp. live steam engine, C5-6.
1120 Lionel prewar O gauge steam freight set to include 259 steam locomotive and 02689W tender, 2652 gondola, 2654 Shell
tank car, 3659 dump car and 2657 caboose, C7 to C7+.

1121 Group of vintage plastic and die cast toy cars to include Thomas, Renwal, Lapin and others. This is a General Condition
lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1122 Ives 64387 Canadian Pacific tin lithographed boxcar, fantastic condition body but the roof has been restored to look C9.
The sides are C8 and the frame is C7 with minor oxidation underneath.

1123 Four nice vintage cast iron and slush cars and trucks, all range from C6-7.
1124 Three Ives O gauge tin lithographed freight cars to include 125 Pennsylvania merchandise car and two 128 NYC&HR
gondolas, C6.

1125 Arcade cast iron sedan with original rubber tires that have hardened, C6 due to minor oxidation along the joints and on
some raised edges.

1126 Group of Ives prewar O gauge trains to include 3250 and 3252 HYC&HR electric locomotives, 85829 Erie, 64386
NYNH&H and 64160 Pennsylvania boxcars, 63 NYC&HR gondola and and unmarked flat car with lumber, C6.

1127 Three antique cast iron fire truck toys, the largest is just over 8 inches long but it has no original paint left and surface rust
all over, the other two are much nicer as seen in the photos.

1128 Bing clockwork cast iron steam locomotive with freight cars. Loco is 8” long and in very nice shape with a working
mechanism, also includes a NYC&HR tender, 4226 Dutch Cleanser boxcar, 10205 Central of New Jersey boxcar and a 41
Pennsylvania caboose, C6+.

1129 Great group of nine cast iron Mack trucks, the largest is 5 1/8” and the shortest is 3 7/16” while the rest are around 4 5/8”
long. All are in the C6 range.

1130 Lionel 384E steam locomotive with 384T tender, all original and very clean, C7 loco with C6+ tender.
1131 Group of eleven vintage cast iron toys to include a tractor, steam shovel, tow truck, tank truck and seven autos. Sold as-is
as seen in the photos with no returns.

1132 American Flyer wide gauge 4637 Shasta electric locomotive, for the Pocahontas passenger set. It has been rewheeled but
is all original otherwise with fatigue on both headlight castings, C6.

1133 Group of four cast iron tow trucks, all unmarked and the largest one being a Mack but missing a right front tire. Sold as-is
as seen in the photos with no returns.

1134 Unmarked European O gauge steam passenger train to include 0-4-0 steam locomotive with DC 20 Volt on the cab sides,
tender, baggage and two coach cars, C6-7.

1135 Two larger vintage cast iron toys to include and old time fire pumper and a double decker bus, C6+.
1136 Two Ives prewar standard gauge passenger sets to include Mojave set with 3236R electric locomotive, 170 combine and
1714 Parlor cars. the second set is olive green and includes a 3235 NYC&HR electric locomotive, 171 Buffet combine and
173 observation cars. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.
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1137 Five cast iron Model T Ford toys to include four that are 4” long and one that is 5” long but has a damaged right front
fender. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1138 Lionel prewar standard gauge freight cars to include 218 dump car, two 220 floodlight cars, 214R reefer, 215 tank car and
212 gondola, C6.

1139 Group of cast iron toy trains and race cars, sold as-is as seen in the photos.
1140 Lionel prewar standard gauge 385E steam locomotive and tender in gunmetal with copper and brass trim, all original but
the steam chest had considerable repair underneath that cannot be seen without turning it upside down. Loco looks C7+
but has the aforementioned damage. Tender is C7 but may clean up to be potentially one grade better.

1141 Group of cast iron cars and trucks to include two small fire trucks, stake truck and three automobiles. The largest piece is 5
1/4 inches long.

1142 Lionel prewar standard gauge freight with variations to include three different 217 cabooses, 214 boxcar in orange with
green roof, and two different 213 stock cars, C6-7. Includes an incorrect 214 original box in nice shape.

1143 Ives clockwork Roamer scout patrol boat, missing key and unable to wind up. Missing the railing from the right front of
the boat mast and flag, C5-6.

1144 Lionel prewar standard gauge freight cars to include 211 lumber car, 212 gondola with barrels & tool box and three
original tools, 213 stock car, 215 tank car, 216 hopper and 219 derrick crane, C6-7. Includes a nice 211 OB and a rough
219 box with original instruction sheet.

1145 Four cast iron delivery trucks to include two 7 inch long stake trucks that are identical except for the color. The other two
are Mack trucks likely made by Walker Stewart. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1146 Unusual O gauge tin lithographed girder bridge with approaches. The girders are loose from the bridge span section but
should be able to be attached quite easily. Includes a nice group of Ives mechanical track. Sold as-is as seen in the photos
with no returns.

1147 Four vintage cast iron cars and trucks to include an Arcade sedan with the original decal intact. Also includes a repainted
stake truck. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1148 Restored Lionel prewar O gauge Blue Comet 263E steam locomotive and 263W tender, they look like they are C8. Also
includes original 613 Pullman and 615 baggage cars, C7.

1149 Four vintage cast iron trucks to include Express truck, Patrol truck with nearly identical delivery truck and a limousine.
These are all around 6 inches long. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1150 Repainted Lionel Postwar O gauge 260E and 263E locos with tenders. Repainted to look C8. Sold as-is as seen in the
photos with no returns.

1151 Two vintage cast iron horse drawn carts, one with a 5 on the side of the seat and the other is a Sand & Gravel cart. Both
are all original and over 14 inches long. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1152 Lionel prewar O gauge 227 semi scale switcher and 2227B Pennsylvania slope back tender, C7+.
1153 Five vintage cast iron horse drawn fire wagons, all original and nearly complete except for one ladder support. The
longest is 16 1/4” long and the shortest is 8 1/2” long. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1154 Fantastic Lionel prewar O gauge 2955 semi scale Shell tank car, n original box, C8-9. ORIGINAL BOX is worn with
missing flaps on one end and tape repairs on the other end but does include an original insert.

1155 Seven vintage cast iron and bronze toy vehicles to include a bus, tractor trailer, wire reel truck, three stake bed trucks and a
bronze coupe. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.
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1156 Lionel prewar O gauge semi scale 2956 Baltimore and Ohio hopper and 2957 New York Central caboose, C6 but may
clean to be a bit nicer.

1157 Three vintage cast iron Hansom Cab toys to include two small and one very large. The large cab may be vintage but
appears to have newer flat paint on it. The smaller ones are definitely all original and are around 8 inches long. Sold as-is
as seen in the photos with no returns.

1158 Lionel prewar O gauge work cars to include 810 derrick crane and two 820 floodlight cars, C6.
1159 Seven vintage cast iron livestock drawn wagons or carts including two marked COAL on the side. The longest piece is 8
5/8” and the shortest is 5 1/8” long. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1160 Lionel prewar O gauge steam passenger set to include 257 steam locomotive, 257TX uncataloged black crackle tender,
three 629 Pullman and 630 observation cars, C7. Also included is some track and track clips. Set box has a hand written
set number 5100/25 and includes component boxes for each item. The set box has a split corner but is nice otherwise, the
inner boxes are all worn and have many missing flaps.

1161 Two cast iron horse drawn covered carriages. One woman figure is original, the other is a reproduction, both drivers are
missing, both are around 11 1/2” long. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1162 American Flyer prewar wide gauge 4331 Pullman in red, C7.
1163 Vintage cast iron stagecoach and contractors dump wagon, no markings on either one but definitely vintage items. The
contractors wagon is just over 13” long. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1164 American Flyer prewar wide gauge 4683 electric locomotive with a repainted frame and replacement wheels, C6.
1165 Vintage Stanley cast aluminum covered surrey with a missing support for the canopy. Also included is a donkey drawn
cast iron and pressed steel wagon. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1166 Three different Lionel prewar O gauge 248 box cab electric locomotives to include red, orange and dark green, C6.
1167 Two large vintage cast iron horse drawn wagons, one with an original driver, the other with a cast aluminum woman.
These are both around 14 1/4” long. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1168 Two restored Lionel prewar O gauge 262 steam locomotives with 257T tenders. All pieces are restored to look C8.
1169 Vintage Arcade contractors dump wagon plus a sand & gravel wagon. Contractors wagon is 13” long, sand & gravel
wagon is just under 15” long. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1170 American Flyer prewar O steam freight set to include sheet metal 2-4-4 steam locomotive and tender, 478 boxcar, 486
hopper, 476 gondola and 484 caboose, C6+.

1171 Group of vintage and modern cast iron or cast aluminum toys. The large wagon is cast aluminum and the red bus is
modern cast iron. Everything else is vintage lead or cast iron. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1172 Lionel prewar O gauge steam passenger set with three original boxes to include 259E steam locomotive and tender, two
1685 Pullman and 1687 observation cars. Trains look C6 but have some missing trim pieces. The three passenger cars
have OBs that are in nice shape and complete.

1173 AMT authentic model turnpike slot car set in original box. An enormous box with six curved and six straight tracks,
transformer, steering control and a Ford Thunderbird. All looks nice but the car needs a good cleaning, C6-7. The box is
very large and measures 34 x 25 x 5 inches.

1174 Lionel prewar standard gauge 400E steam locomotive with tender, nice shape with a slightly stretched loco frame but still
looks great, C7+.
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1175 Great group of smaller tin friction trucks and semis to include a set of three advertising pieces made by Haji, two SSS
trucks and three japan tin and plastic friction trucks. The longest semi is just under 6 inches long, C7-8.

1176 Prewar Lionel SG 384 steam locomotive and tender with modern LTI frames. Loco and tender look C7 but have
reproduction frames. Loco has all original wheels and even includes a nice original box with insert.

1177 Nice group of vintage lead figures and livestock. many of the items are marked Britains but many more are unmarked.
These range in scale from S to O gauge. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1178 Lionel prewar O gauge electric passenger set to include 156 New York Central electric locomotive, 610 Pullman and 612
observation cars, C6-.

1179 Nice group of boxed Plasticville buildings in original boxes to include homes and businesses as well as railroad
accessories. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition
will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General
Condition lots cannot be returned.

1180 Lionel prewar O gauge 7007 steam freight set boxed. Set includes 1684 steam locomotive, 1689T tender, 1679 boxcar,
1680 tank car, 1682 caboose and transformer, C8. caboose has paint rub on cupola roof but everything else is otherwise
gorgeous. Set box has a loose top flap and the inner boxes are all worn with missing flaps.

1181 Fourteen 1994 First gear die cast vehicles in mint condition in original boxes. Includes 19-1391, 19-1493, 10-1584, 18
-1960 and two each of the following: 10-1409, 19-1645, 18-1689, 19-1658 and 19-1831. All are C9-10 in mostly
unopened boxes with shipping cartons.

1182 Lionel prewar O gauge steam freight set to include 224E 2-6-2 steam locomotive, 2224W tender, 2654 tank car, 2655
boxcar, 2656 stock car and 2657 caboose, C7.

1183 Twelve 1994 First gear die cast vehicles in mint condition in original boxes. Includes 19-1391, 19-1493, 18-1960, 19-1377
and two each of the following: 19-1495, 18-1483, 19-1552 and 10-1807. All are C9-10 in mostly unopened boxes with
shipping cartons.

1184 Lionel prewar O gauge 294 electric passenger set boxed to include 252 electric locomotive, two 529 Pullman and 530
observation cars, all in light olive, C7-8. Set box and inner boxes are in nice shape as seen in the photos.

1185 Twelve 1994 First Gear die cast vehicles in mint condition in original boxes. Includes 19-1402, 19-1496, 18-1385, 19
-1378, 19-1463, 19-1402, 19-1355, 10-1584 and two each of the following: 18-1442 and 29-1413. All are C9-10 in mostly
unopened boxes with shipping cartons.

1186 Lionel prewar O gauge steam passenger set to include 262E steam locomotive, 262T tender, 602 baggage, 600 Pullman and
601 observation cars, C6.

1187 Thirteen First Gear and Ertl die cast vehicles in mint condition in original boxes. Includes First Gear 18-1409, 19-1388, 19
-1546, 19-1494, 19-0104, 19-0108, four 10-1409 and 10-1328; Ertl items include two 1932 Ford panel banks and a 19141
Diamond Reo truck. All are C9-10 in mostly unopened boxes with shipping cartons.

1188 Mint boxed Barclay one horse open sleigh, C9+ with a nice crisp original box.
1189 Lionel prewar O gauge steam switcher set to include 203 semi scale switcher, 2203B slope back tender, 3652 operating
gondola, 2653 hopper, 2655 boxcar, 2656 stock car and 2657 caboose, C7.

1190 Fantastic group of German and Japanese Elastolin figures, a mixture of O and standard gauge figures, most are in great
shape but some do have missing paint. A few are of harder materials but all definitely appear to be vintage. This is a
General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary
from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be
returned.
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1191 Lionel prewar O gauge steam passenger set to include 258 steam locomotive, 257T tender, two 607 Pullman and 608
observation cars, C6-.

1192 Fantastic group of German and Japanese Elastolin figures, a mixture of O and standard gauge figures, most are in great
shape but some do have missing paint. A few are of harder materials but all definitely appear to be vintage. This is a
General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary
from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be
returned.

1193 American Flyer prewar O gauge steam passenger set to include die cast 2-6-2 steam locomotive with sheet metal tender,
two Pullman and observation cars, C6.

1194 Group of Japanese tin friction and battery operated toys to include two old time cars, tugboat, fire truck and a flat bed
truck. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1195 Lionel Postwar O gauge steam freight set to include 224E steam locomotive, 2224T tender, 3659 dump car, 2654 tank car,
2656 stock car and 2657 caboose, C7.

1196 Two prewar tin clockwork autos in need of repair. Includes one made in Germany that could be Bing but is unmarked, 7
1/4” long. the other is Marx and is missing the grille and is 8 1/4” long. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1197 American Flyer prewar O gauge steam passenger set to include 2-4-2 die cast steam locomotive with sheet metal tender,
two 3281 Pullman and 3282 observation cars, C6.

1198

Fantastic Joseph Wagner tin lithographed ferris wheel wind up toy, looks great and works perfectly, C8-9.

1199 Two American Flyer prewar O gauge steam freight sets to include gunmetal 2-4-4 steam locomotive with tender and die
cast 2-4-2 steam locomotive with tender as well as two boxcars, two tank cars, sand car and two cabooses, C6.

1200 Early prewar Germany tin hand painted toys to include a Doll water powered mill wheel and a Bing guard house that is
missing some parts. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1201 Three nice Lionel prewar O gauge accessories to include gray 93 water tower, 184 bungalow and danger bell crossing, C7.
1202 Nice steam powered Fleischmann well water boy, appears to be complete and works properly, just needs to be hooked up
to a live steam toy, C7

1203 Lionel prewar O gauge steam freight set to include 259E and sheet metal tender in gunmetal, two 600 Pullman and 601
observation cars, C6.

1204 Lehmann balky mule tin lithographed clockwork, C6, winds up and works but not properly.
1205 Large group of Lionel prewar O gauge trains and boxes to include 229 and 1664 steam locomotives, 1689W and 02689W
tenders, 2655 boxcar, 2659 dump car, 652 gondola, 1680 and 2654 tank cars, 1679 and 2679 boxcars, 1682 and 2657
cabooses. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition
will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General
Condition lots cannot be returned.

1206 Marx Toyland milk wagon and old jalopy tin lithographed toys, C6. Jalopy id missing the entire clockwork mechanism
and the one on the milk wagon does not work.

1207 Bing 8 wheel O gauge LMS 1st and 3rd class coach, C6+.
1208 Three Germany tin tower toys to include a Bing airplane tower, and two unmarked toys that were tin lithographed and hand
painted. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1209 Marklin O gauge 18890 baggage car with hinged roof, C7+.
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1210 Two Bing O gauge hand painted and tin lithographed accessories to include windmoter steam accessory with a loose but
present arm from the windmill and a manually operated double bell train signal that sounds great, C7+ but with
aforementioned damage.

1211 Marklin O gauge wood grained baggage car with hinged roof. Beautiful sides on this car but missing a large amount of the
original paint from the roof. It has cast spoked wheels and the four doors slide open, C6 roof, C8 sides and C7 frame and
wheels.

1212 Gorgeous Bing O gauge tin lithographed signal tower, C7+.
1213 Three early Marklin Gauge I passenger cars, two have replacement roofs and some touch ups on the sides, the light red
class II car is all original and very nice, C6-7.

1214 Lehmann tin lithographed and hand painted 772 garage, C6+.
1215 Bing O gauge 18 volt electric steam locomotive with tender, looks C7 but has a ding on the right rear corner of the cab
roof.

1216 Fantastic Bing O gauge tin lithographed passenger station, missing a 6 inch long section of fence across the front edge but
everything else is in fantastic shape, C7+.

1217 Beautiful Marklin O gauge 20 volt X steam locomotive and tender, one small scratch on the boiler is all I could find on this
fantastic pair, C8+.

1218 Two Bing prewar O gauge semaphores, one with illuminated lamps, one is missing the finial but the other is complete. the
tallest one is 14 1/2” tall, C6.

1219 Three tin modern O gauge Marklin reproductions, C8.
1220 Nice group of boxed vintage Plasticville to include nine sets. These are unsearched to determine completeness but the
boxes are in nice shape. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1221 Three tin modern O gauge Marklin tank car reproductions, C8.
1222 19 boxed vintage Plasticville sets. These are unsearched to determine completeness but the boxes are in nice shape. Sold
as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1223 Great group of Trix , three rail HO, Twin Railways trains track and accessories to include 2876 steam locomotive with
LNER tender, 1134 and two 1263 coaches, lots of straight and curved track sections, crossover, track end bumper, two sets
of switches, yard lamps and a Many Ways station. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1224 Eight Plasticville sets with ten original boxes. The empty boxes are the 0400 mobile home and the 1818 church. These are
unsearched to determine completeness but the boxes are in nice shape. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1225 Group of Lionel prewar O gauge 800 series freight cars to include 811 flat, 812 gondola, two 814 boxcars, 815 tank car,
817 caboose, 810 derrick crane and 820 floodlight car. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1226 Eleven boxed Bachmann Plasticville sets. These are unsearched to determine completeness but the boxes are in nice shape.
Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1227 Lionel prewar standard gauge 8E box cab electric locomotives in red and pea green with 500 series freight cars to include
515, 512, 513, 513, 513, 514 and 517. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.
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1228 Nice group of Marx O gauge tin lithographed tank cars gondolas and hoppers. Includes seven tank cars, one side dumping
car, ten hoppers and six gondolas. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in
the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or
higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1229 Lionel prewar O gauge passenger set to include 254E electric locomotive, two 610 Pullman and 612 observation cars. Sold
as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1230 Nice group of Marx O gauge tin lithographed stock cars & boxcars. Includes 4 stock cars and eleven boxcars / reefers.
This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will
typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition
lots cannot be returned.

1231 Two Lionel prewar O gauge 253 box cab electric locomotives with ten passenger cars that include seven 607 Pullman and
three 608 observation cars. Also includes four worn original boxes. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1232 Marx O gauge locomotives and tenders to include a 666, 3000 and another Canadian Pacific locomotive as well as
Commodore Vanderbilt and another sheet metal steamer. Tenders include one plastic Santa Fe and seven tin New York
Central examples. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the
condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1233 Lionel prewar O gauge passenger set to include 254 electric locomotive, two 605 Pullman and 606 observation cars. Sold
as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1234 Nice group of Marx tin lithographed O gauge passenger cars and cabooses. Includes eight passenger cars and nine
cabooses. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition
will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General
Condition lots cannot be returned.

1235 Lionel prewar O gauge steam passenger set for restoration to include 260E steam locomotive with oil tender, two 710
Pullman and 712 observation cars. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1236 Group of Marx O gauge freight and work cars to include two work cranes, two log cars with loads, two barrel cars with
loads, wire reel car, two searchlight cars and a large floodlight car. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not
graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or
two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1237 Lionel prewar O gauge electric locomotives to include three 252 and passenger cars to include 529 Pullman and two 530
observation cars. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1238 Vintage Meccano pontoon airplane, appears to be complete but may be missing a part or two. Sold as-is as seen in the
photos with no returns.

1239 American Flyer prewar O gauge locomotive and passenger cars to include 1218 and 3112 electric locomotives as well as
a16 steam locomotive with tender. Passenger cars include 1200 and two 1201 in red as well as orange RPO, Paul Revere
and Lexington. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1240 Group of O and SG Manoil and Barclay lead figures and accessories. Also included are some very neat handmade pieces
of luggage and a few horses. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the
lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher
grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1241 Three Dorfan standard gauge freight cars for restoration to include 121499 Santa Fe boxcar, 253761 New York Central
gondola and 3931 caboose. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.
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1242 Bing O gauge tin lithographed metropolitan station, has a few scratches but very nice overall. Includes separate steps and
four ramps, C6-7. The base measures 13 1/4 x 8 3/4 inches. It stands 8 1/4 inches tall.

1243 American Flyer prewar wide gauge 4000 electric locomotive and 4671 tender. Loco has one replaced wheel, otherwise all
original. tender has 4671 stamped underneath but the shell is molded with Model No. 4663 on the back. Both are C6+.

1244 Marx O gauge Western Pacific ABBA diesels and Cities Service twin tank car. Dummy A unit has a chip on the rear
overhang and each A unit is missing one horn. Tank car, is nice with no missing parts, altogether C6-7.

1245 Dorfan prewar standard gauge passenger cars for restoration. All four have been repainted but one side to a Washington
Pullman is still original and green. Includes three Pullman cars and one baggage car, all Pullmans are complete, the
baggage car is missing both couplers, all need to be restored. The bottoms of the frames are still original with nice decals.
Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1246 American Flyer prewar O gauge steam freight set to include 2-4-2 steam locomotive with tender, two milk cars, tank car,
boxcar, gondola and caboose. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the
lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher
grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1247 Small group of o gauge lead figures and accessories, most of the benches are marked J. Hill & Co. on the back, the figures
are mostly marked Made in England. the two carts are homemade of balsa wood. the figures are almost all in C7-8
condition but a few are C6 ish.

1248 Group of American Flyer S gauge accessories to include animated station platform with car, talking union station, wayside
station, talking mystic station (missing roof), paper mache tunnel, Seaboard coaling station, baggage smasher station, log
loader, signal tower, cow on track and a rectiformer (missing switch). Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1249 Nice group of Marx O gauge accessories, most in boxes. Includes three 605 dead end bumpers, 439 semaphore, six 072
lamp posts, 417 bell ringing crossing, 0510 switches, 418 bell ringing crossing, and six other loose items as seen in the
photos. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will
typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition
lots cannot be returned.

1250 American Flyer S gauge 350 Royal Blue loco and tender plus two cars to include 802 Illinois Central reefer and a flat car
with girder load, C6.

1251 Large group of American Flyer prewar O gauge rolling stock to include four 476 gondolas, 480 tank car, six 478 boxcars,
nine 400 series passenger, baggage and mail cars and a tin lithographed station with crane. Sold as-is as seen in the photos
with no returns.

1252 Six ETS O gauge rolling stock in OBs plus a USTTC lumber car. ETS cars include 412 lumber car, 421/B/BAO covered
gondola, 462/B tank car, 464/B tank car, 472/B German vine car and 506 caboose, C8-9.

1253 American Flyer prewar O gauge steam locomotive and 1121 tender. Loco is missing the trailing truck, tender with rust on
the trucks. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1254 Lionel prewar O gauge passenger set to include 1689E steam locomotive with whistle tender in gray, two 1690 Pullman
and 1691 tin lithographed passenger cars, C6.

1255 Lionel prewar O gauge steam locomotives and tenders to include two 262 and a 258 or 259. Includes one oil tender and
five sheet metal coal tenders. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1256 Huge group of Lionel prewar O gauge tin lithographed freight cars to include eight 1680 and 2680 tank cars, four 1677 and
2677 gondolas, ten 1679 and 2679 boxcars and twelve 1682 and 2682 cabooses. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no
returns.
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1257 Large tub full of Lionel prewar and postwar empty boxes for passenger cars, rolling stock and accessories. Most are in
rough shape but a few are nice. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1258 Lionel prewar O gauge 249E steam locomotive with tender in gunmetal with nickel trim, C6.
1259 Lionel prewar O gauge steam locomotives and tenders to include 265E Commodore Vanderbilt, 1668, 1688, 1688E, two
1101, 1664 and 1666 with 265W, 2224W and another waffle tender with whistle. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no
returns.

1260 Four Lionel prewar O gauge 1666 steam locomotives and four tenders to include 1689T, Scout sheet metal tender, 2689TX
and a sheet metal whistle tender. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1261 Large group of Lionel prewar O gauge tinplate freight to include 653 and two 803 hoppers, two 805 boxcars, two 806 stock
cars, 654 and 804 tank cars, 2660 derrick crane, 657, two 2657 and two 807 cabooses as well as an Ives 136 observation
car that is missing some trim parts, Ives 66 oil car in need of restoration and an early Lionel 801 Wabash caboose. Sold asis as seen in the photos with no returns.

1262 52 Lionel Postwar O gauge cabooses to include a wide variety of stock numbers. Includes six original boxes. Sold as-is as
seen in the photos with no returns.

1263 Lionel prewar O gauge steam locomotives and tenders to include two 224 and two 1666 locos as well as a sheet metal
tender, waffle tender with no whistle, 6654W and 2689W tenders. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1264 Lionel prewar O gauge steam freight set with original boxes to include 259E in gunmetal with nickel trim, 02689WX
tender. 654 tank car, 652 gondola and 657 caboose. OBs are all well worn. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no
returns.

1265 Nice group of boxed Marx O gauge accessories to include several lamps, low bridge warning signal, track end bumper,
block signal, bell ringing crossing signal, twin light crossing flasher, pair of switches and a whistling station with canopy as
well as Jefferson Sales Company 78 Trees and 102 autumn trees. Boxes range from very nice to worn. This is a General
Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7
with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1266 Large group of American Flyer prewar wide gauge freight for restoration or parts. Lot includes two 4010 tank cars, two
4022 lumber cars, two 4017 gondolas, 4006 hopper, two 4018 boxcars, two 4020 stock cars, 4007 gondola and two 4011
cabooses. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1267 Group of 5 later Hess trucks in original boxes to include one each from 1988, 1989 and 1990 as well as two from 1993. All
five are C9-10 with paperwork, never displayed.

1268 Seven Lionel prewar standard gauge 200 series freight cars to include two 216 hoppers, 211 lumber car, 213 stock car, 214
boxcar, 218 ballast car and two 217 cabooses. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined
every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a
lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1269 Esanbe Japan composition railroad set in original box, includes three buildings and five figures. the station has damaged
front window, otherwise C7-8.

1270 Lionel prewar O gauge steam passenger set to include 226E steam locomotive that is missing the whole front of the boiler
but is nice otherwise, 2226WX tender with corrosion on both sides and three 2623 Manhattan heavyweight passenger cars
with many damaged or missing steps. There are two good vestibules between the three cars. The shells look nice with all
original paint and lettering, just need cleaned up a bit, the trucks on the pass. cars have some issues and one is missing three
axles and six wheels. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1271 Marx Fix-All Locomotive in original box plus a built example. The boxed kit appears to be complete with original parts
bags. the OB is in great shape with no missing flaps. The built up example is very nice and has no glue on it, just four
pieces of clear tape across the boiler to hold it together, C8.
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1272 Lionel prewar O gauge steam freight set to include 226E 2-6-4 steam locomotive, 2226W tender, 2812 go, 2816 hopper
and 2817 caboose. C6 to C6+.

1273 Rare Marx Fix-All locomotive dealer display board with every part necessary for building the 2-8-2 steam locomotive. All
plastic and very light, never made for gluing. Display board measures 28” tall x 24” wide and is in C7-8 condition with
minor edge and corner wear.

1274 Three Lionel prewar standard gauge 516 coal train hoppers, all with data on the sides. Two are C7 and the third is C6.
1275 Lionel prewar O gauge 263E steam locomotives and tenders for parts or restoration to include two locos and three 263W
tenders, all in gunmetal with nickel trim. One tender is missing the front casting and another has a broken casting. Sold
as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1276 American Flyer prewar wide gauge cars for parts or restoration to include 4039 electric locomotive hell only, three 4021
cabooses, 4011 caboose and 4040 RPO / baggage car. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1277 Five Lionel prewar standard gauge 516 hoppers, two with nickel trim and plates, C6.
1278 Group of Lionel prewar standard gauge 500 series freight cars to include five 517 cabooses, 514 boxcar and 512 gondola,
C6.

1279 Lionel prewar standard gauge 10 and 100 series freight cars to include two 113 stock cars, 114 boxcar and 117 caboose. 10
series cars to include 14 boxcar, 11 flat car, 13 stock car and a dump car that needs to be put together. Sold as-is as seen in
the photos with no returns.

1280 Unique Art Lincoln Tunnel tin lithographed in original box, fantastic condition and in perfect working order, C8+. The
box has some tape repairs but is overall complete with the exception of a 2 1/2 x 3/4” piece from one side. Measures 24”
long.

1281 Group of Marx and Joy line tin trains and track. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.
1282 Lionel prewar O gauge steam passenger set to include 259E steam locomotive and sheet metal tender, two 607 Pullman and
608 observation cars in two tone green, C6.

1283 Huge group of 800 series Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars with a few original boxes. includes all manner of freight
from tenders to gondolas, boxcars, stock cars , tank cars and cabooses. The boxes included are all worn. Sold as-is as seen
in the photos with no returns.

1284 Lionel prewar O gauge 600 series freight cars to include 258T tender, 654 tank car, 659 dump car, 655 boxcar, 620
searchlight car and 657 caboose, C6-7.

1285 Early prewar Ives, Lionel and Bing O gauge trains to include two Lionel 820 boxcars, four Bing New York Central
passenger cars, Ives 66 Standard Oil tank car, 67 caboose, 64388 Northern Pacific boxcar, and five other rough cars as
well as a Winner Toy Corp locomotive and an unmarked European barrel car (missing barrels). This is a General
Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7
with the possibility of two or more items in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be
returned.

1286 Lionel prewar O gauge electric passenger set to include 252 electric locomotive, two 603 Pullman and 604 observation
cars, C6.

1287 Lionel Postwar O gauge steam freight set to include 249E steam locomotive and 265W tender in gunmetal, 810 derrick
crane, 3814 merchandise car, 3859 dump car, 820 floodlight car, 812 gondola and 2817 caboose, C6.

1288 Lionel prewar O gauge 800 series freight cars to include four 814 boxcars, 812 gondola, 820 floodlight car and 813 stock
car, C6.
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1289 Group of Ives prewar O gauge locomotives to include 3257, two 3251 and 3250 electric locomotives as well as a 1116
steam locomotive with 11 tender. The steamer is missing half of the pilot but still displays well from one side. Sold as-is
as seen in the photos with no returns.

1290 Group of Lionel prewar O gauge 500 series freight cars to include four 515 tank cars, two 511 flat cars, 513 stock car, 514
reefer and 520 floodlight car, C6 to C6+.

1291 Huge group of Lionel prewar empty set boxes to include 135, 237W, 292, 296 and 347 in nice shape as well as 299E 267E
93 98 and 351 in worn, water stained or rough condition. Some may have track, inner boxes or transformers inside. Sold
as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1292 Large group of Lionel prewar empty boxes to include rolling stock, locomotive and passenger car boxes. Most are worn
but there are a few nicer boxes in the group. Includes five separate boxes that are packed full. Sold as-is as seen in the
photos with no returns.

1293 Large group of American Flyer prewar set boxes to include 7425RCT, 7522, 1338, 1217 and five that are unmarked. A
couple boxes have track inside, a few are in nice shape but most are worn or have water stains. Sold as-is as seen in the
photos with no returns.

1294 Ives, Dorfan, Hornby and Bing original set boxes. The Ives and Dorfan boxes are for standard gauge trains, the Bing and
Hornby boxes are for O gauge trains. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1295 Lionel and Ives prewar standard gauge freight rolling stock. Lionel items include 13 stock car, 12 gondola, 114 boxcar,
117 caboose and 116 ballast car. Ives to include two 196 flat cars and a Ives/Flyer transition 20-193 stock car. Sold as-is
as seen in the photos with no returns.

1296 Lionel prewar standard gauge 15 Pennsylvania oil car, C6+.
1297 Entire table full of American Flyer postwar locomotives and rolling stock. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.
Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up arrangements may be made after the auction. Sold as is.

1298 Entire table full of Lionel prewar and postwar locomotives, rolling stock, switches, catalogs and other paper items and
accessories for parts restoration or just minor fixer uppers. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns. Due to the size
(possibly 350 lbs) we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up arrangements may be made after the auction.

1299 American Flyer S gauge 25018 973 milk car set in original box. Car looks C8+ but has a replacement door on the right
side and is missing the brake wheel. the platform is C6 with paint chips but the set is complete with eight original milk
cans as well as five reproduction milk cans, original track trip and milk car control button. OB is complete with some
minor tears inside.

1300 Huge group of Lionel, American Flyer catalogs, instructions, price sheets and even a few early modeling magazines.
Includes mainly O and S gauge catalogs but there are a nice amount of HO catalogs as well. There are approximately 20
minty 1955 Lionel catalogs and several advance catalogs but most of the advance catalogs are rough. Ages range from the
1950’s to the early 70’s. Possibly 75+ lbs of paper.

1301 Small group of Lionel paper including a 1952 dealer display catalog, 1954 Lionel dealer brochure “Know the answers and
sell more Lionel” with a spine tear near the bottom which goes around the staple, rough 1952 advance catalog, a 1956+
TCA directory which happened to be directory #2 and several other mint catalogs. The catalogs include a 1950 golden
anniversary with art prints of 19th century locomotives.

1302 Entire table full of HO scale trains, parts and accessories to include quite a few loose locomotives (mostly steam), rolling
stock, tons of small parts including hundreds of truck sets. A great group that covers a 2 1/2’ x 8’ table with manufacturers
to include Gilbert, Lionel, Rivarossi, Athearn, Marklin and others to name a few. Due to the size we will not be able to
ship this lot, pick up arrangements may be made after the auction. Sold as is.
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1303 Entire table full of boxed HO scale trains, sets, parts and accessories. Includes five boxed sets, quite a few boxed
locomotives, a few cars and a lot of figures and accessories. Manufacturers include Rivarossi, Athearn, Life Like,
Bachmann, Busch, Model Power and others. Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up arrangements may
be made after the auction. Sold as is.

1304 Group of 16 Lionel prewar O gauge 600 and 800 series freight cars . Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.
1305 Lionel prewar O gauge steam locomotives and tenders to include 224E, 1664E in gunmetal, restored 262 with tender and a
2224W tender. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1306 Lionel, Ives and American Flyer prewar O gauge electric locomotives. Includes Ives 3217 cast iron loco with missing
pilot, American Flyer 3103 with a missing grab iron and three Lionel 248 box cab electric locomotives, one restored and
the other two in need of restoration. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1307 Lionel prewar O gauge steam freight set with 262E steam locomotive, 262T tender, two 1680 tank cars, 1677 gondola and
1682 caboose. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1308 Lionel prewar O gauge 226W and 2666W tenders, both with postwar knuckle couplers but prewar tinplate truck frames and
wheels. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1309 Group of Lionel prewar O gauge rolling stock. Includes two 2652 gondolas, two 2682 cabooses, 611 observation car, 652
gondola, 2755 tank car, two 3659 dump cars and 2655 boxcar. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1310 American Flyer prewar O gauge Central Station, tin lithographed and painted, C6.
1311 Ives prewar standard gauge 3241 electric locomotive, missing all of the railings and a bell. Sold as-is as seen in the photos
with no returns.

1312 Four Lionel prewar O gauge 800 series freight cars to include 812 gondola, 813 stock car. 814 boxcar and 817 caboose, C6.
1313 Nice group of vintage HO slot car with some boxes. Includes a few modern cars, several vintage cars and eight original
boxes but only two with paper labels inside. Several cars have been modified, repainted or had the wheel wells grinded out
to accommodate larger tires. The two boxed examples are the Batmobile and a Willy’s Gasser. This is a General
Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7
with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1314 Two boxes full of American Flyer prewar empty boxes. Most are worn but the larger boxes are in nicer shape, those
appear to be for standard gauge items. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1315 Lionel prewar O gauge freight set with 225E steam locomotive, 2224T tender, 820 floodlight car, 2810 derrick crane, 2812
gondola, 2815 tank car and 2817 caboose, C6-7.

1316 Lionel Postwar O gauge 123 and other replacement lamps to include Q-90, 27-3, 28-3, 28-6, 152-33, 153-23, 154-18, 156
-12, 165-53, 408-45, 616-13, 752-9, 2026-58 and 2420-20. There are multiples of most but singles of one or two. Also
included are seven American Flyer 440 14 volt lamps in boxes. the 123 lamp replacement set is about 1/2 complete. Sold
as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1317 Lionel prewar O gauge switcher work train to include 203 switcher, 2203B tender, 2620 searchlight car, 3651 log car, 2660
crane car and 2672 Pennsylvania caboose. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1318 Lionel prewar O gauge steam freight set to include 1688 steam locomotive and 2689TX tender in gunmetal, 653 hopper,
654 tank car, 659 dump car and 657 caboose. Loco is C6, everything else is C7. Includes worn boxes for 2689TX and
657.
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1319 Group of scale and brass O gauge trains for parts or restoration. Includes Kemtron brass O Wabash Mogul for parts and
cast aluminum street car for parts or restoration. No trucks or truck frames included, only the boiler and cab, no frame. No
tender shell, just the frame. Also includes a nice group of unused bagged Kemtron brass detail pieces. also included are
five other brass and die cast O scale items that are incomplete and in need of some TLC. Sold as-is as seen in the photos
with no returns.

1320 Lionel prewar standard gauge 385E steam locomotive in OB with 385W and die cast coal tenders. The loco and 385W
tender have been painted black and would be great for restoration purposes. The die cast tender has fatigue and warping.
The original box for the 385E is complete and nice with some water stains. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1321 Lionel prewar O gauge 259 steam locomotive and tender, all original and nice, C7.
1322 Four Lionel prewar O gauge electric locomotives to include 254 with missing lights on both ends, 153 and two 248 box cab
electric locomotives. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1323 Lionel prewar O gauge freight set to include 259E steam locomotive and sheet metal tender, two 803 hoppers, 902
gondola, 806 stock car and 807 caboose. Loco is missing the headlight. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1324 Very unusual Lionel prewar O gauge 612 observation car with “The Lionel Lines” decaled instead of being heat stamped.
Also simply marked Made in U.S. of America underneath, C6.

1325 Very unusual Lionel prewar O gauge 610 Pullman car with “The Lionel Lines” decaled instead of being heat stamped.
Also has an orange Lionel paper label on top another white paper label underneath, C6.

1326 Large group of Lionel prewar standard gauge freight for parts or restoration to include 213 boxcar, four 517 cabooses, five
512 gondolas, four 511 flat cars, two 520 floodlight cars, 515 tank car and a 218 dump car. Sold as-is as seen in the photos
with no returns.

1327 Lionel prewar standard gauge 418 419 490 passenger cars in mid restoration with parts. Painted in Mojave and already and
decorated with gold painted lettering. Just needing a little TLC to finish off the job. Not certain if every part necessary is
included but looks very much like it with interior walls, window strips, steps, couplers and trucks. Sold as-is as seen in the
photos with no returns.

1328 Group of odd Lionel prewar standard gauge passenger cars to include 400 series Pullman and combo cars, 309 Pullman and
312 observation cars as well as 309 and 337 Pullman cars. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1329 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories to include 252 crossing gate, six 154 crossing signals, four 153 block signals,
four 151 semaphores, 184 prewar bungalow and 155 crossing signal. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1330 Group of boxed Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories to include 154 crossing, two 153 block signals, two 151 semaphores,
two each 152 & 252 crossing gates, two 214 plate girder bridges and three 310 billboard sets. Sold as-is as seen in the
photos with no returns.

1331 Four American Flyer prewar O gauge electric locomotives to include 1201, two 1218 and 3113. All are missing one or a
few trim pieces. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1332 Group of Lionel prewar O gauge steam locomotives and tenders. Locomotives include 1666E, 225E, two 1684, 259 and
259E. tenders include two 1689T, three 2689W and one other sheet metal whistle tender. Sold as-is as seen in the photos
with no returns.

1333 Lionel prewar O gauge steam freight set to include 260E steam locomotive with oil tender, two 812 gondolas, 816 hopper,
three 820 floodlight cars, 810 derrick crane and 2817 caboose. Loco is missing the trailing trucks, otherwise C6.

1334 Group of Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars for parts to include two 812 gondolas, 3811 log car, two 817 and four 2817
cabooses. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1335 Scarce Lionel Postwar O gauge brown auto with gray bumpers, C7+.
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1336 Entire cart full of toy trains accessories and parts to primarily include Lionel prewar O gauge but also include two modern
era sets, small detail parts and even some standard gauge track. Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up
arrangements may be made after the auction. Sold as is.

1337 Nice group of Hornby and Marklin HO and OO scale trains and accessories to include four locomotives, one passenger car
and twenty pieces of rolling stock as well as a D1 signal cabin, D1 level crossing and a few odd semaphores that may be
from other manufacturers. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot
so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher
grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1338 Group of HO scale small detail parts and accessories in packages to include hundreds of small packaged items that range
from accessories, to accessory parts, small furniture and even a few small vehicles. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no
returns.

1339 Huge group of loose and boxed Plasticville HO and O gauge sets, covers an entire 2 1/2 x 8 foot table. Sold as-is as seen in
the photos with no returns.

1340 Group of 45 Red Ball HO scale castings to include roof ribs, ice hatches, hinges, underframes and car ends. All are C9-10
in unopened packages.

1341 26 Grandt Line On3 doors windows and hinges, mint in sealed packages, C9-10.
1342 Group of HO scale trains and other odd items to include Dewitt Clinton and Tyco freight boxed sets, a few scenery items
and three sets of Christmas lights. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1343 Large box full of prewar and postwar HO and O gauge small repair parts, truck frames, wheels, control buttons, track
connectors, etc. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1344 Box full of Hornby Dublo track and small accessories. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.
1345 Group of KMT and AMT O gauge Budd cars and passenger cars to include Santa Fe and two Pennsylvania Budd cars as
well as three Pennsylvania and one Southern passenger cars. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1346 Group of Lionel, Gilbert, Mantua, Penn Line and other vintage HO cars and accessories. Also includes an early Lionel by
Rivarossi 0862-25 derrick car in original box. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

